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Foreword
On 1 January this year, the provisions of the EU directive on drinking water quality came
into force. Just days before that landmark date, the Water Services Bill was introduced by
the Minister for the Environment, Heritage & Local Government, Martin Cullen, TD, and
with it the prospect of major innovations in the management of drinking water supply in
Ireland.

Neither event came as any surprise to group scheme activists. Indeed, all of our
preparations in recent years – as individual group schemes and as a National Federation –
have been directed towards this moment. Better than most, we understood that change
was inevitable and from Inishowen to Beara, group schemes have been preparing for that
change.

The core issue to be addressed in both the regulations and the legislation is ‘drinking
water quality’. Far from being fearful, we welcome this focus because our committees
and the communities they serve are every bit as concerned about the issue of drinking
water quality as the EU Commission and our own government. Our priority is to deliver a
safe water supply and, thankfully, there is an acceptance nowadays that we can’t be
expected to do this without substantial investment from central exchequer funds.

Change does not happen overnight and there is understandable frustration amongst many
schemes which have signed up to the DBO process at the painfully slow pace of progress.
Patience is required, because this is a mammoth task, involving huge financial



investment, so it has to be got right. Certainly, this Federation could not have devoted
more time and energy than it has done to date and I commend our management and staff
who have worked night and day to ensure that group schemes receive full information
and support along the DBO route.

2003 focus
Last year I referred to unease within group schemes in relation to two DBO-related
issues; first the perceived threat to subsidies in the event of urban water charges being
reintroduced and second our concern that fully treated water (for which we will be paying
O&M operators) would be wasted through lack of metering. As a Board, we committed
ourselves to focusing on these two issues in 2003, while not forgetting other crucial areas
of GWS activity.

In keeping to those commitments, we called for and were granted a meeting with senior
officials from the Department of the Environment, at which we made our case. Two
submissions presented at that meeting are included within this Annual Report (See
Appendices 1 & 2). The Department responded positively, asserting that while guarantees
could not be given in relation to ‘ring-fencing’ subsidies (as we had asked), nonetheless
‘the principle of natural justice’ would provide even greater protection to schemes
entering long-term O&M contracts on the basis of subsidies which had been agreed. A
full report on the Department response was published in the May issue of GWS News and
this can be accessed through our website.

In relation to metering, it was evident from our discussion that the Department officials
were at one with us on this issue and that the Minister himself was ‘sympathetic’ to our
viewpoint. Our optimism leaving the meeting was not misplaced and a pilot metering
project was sanctioned last autumn, followed in December by the announcement that
universal metering was to be extended (on an optional) basis to all schemes participating
in DBO projects as a means of eliminating water wastage.

December meeting
The good news was relayed to Board members by Department officials at our December
meeting, which has developed as an occasion where the NFGWS engages directly with
senior officials in relation to all aspects of the Rural Water Programme. Board members
were further alerted that publication of the Water Services Bill was imminent and,
indeed, a week later we had the official public announcement of the Bill’s publication.

Of course, our partnership role is not confined to a couple of meetings a year. Through
the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee, in particular, group schemes are
shaping national strategy. Publication of the Action Plan 2003-2006 in the Spring and the
launch of the National Source Protection Pilot Project at Churchill & Oram GWS in the
Autumn, both major initiatives, could not have happened without the active involvement
of the group scheme sector and their success will depend on the continuing goodwill and
co-operation of group scheme activists at national and local level.



Engagement by group scheme activists in various training programmes – as revealed in
this report – is extremely encouraging. The Management Training Programme, specially
designed for group schemes and delivered by our own staff, is proving popular and I
would strongly urge schemes to avail of the opportunity it offers to bring modern
management skills to the running of your scheme. As for operational training, the
emergence of DBO O&M contracts has resulted in an understandable fall-off in the
numbers of GWS personnel attending courses in the WSNTG training centres and there is
a clear need to refocus courses to ensure that they are relevant to our operational needs.
The NFGWS has made proposals in this regard (See Appendix 3).

One of the most useful exercises conducted during 2003 was the base study of the group
scheme sector conducted by two UCD students as part of their post-graduate studies. This
report deserves careful analysis and it will undoubtedly influence our work in the years
ahead. The results would indicate that a high proportion of group schemes have yet to
avail of any training course – operational or management. It further reveals that that are
still significant numbers of schemes out there which have not yet grasped the importance
of basic ‘housekeeping’, such as the need for regular scouring of pipes and general
maintenance of the network system. We invite these schemes to make immediate contact
with one of our regional offices and we can assure them of our full support and
assistance.

I am delighted that the authors of the above report – Barry Deane and Joe Gallagher –
have now taken up positions as development workers with the federation and I wish them
success in their new positions. But if 2003 saw the arrival of ‘new faces’, it also
witnessed the departure of some familiar faces, not least of our Senior Development Co-
ordinator, Damien Woods. Damien’s contribution to group scheme during his five years
with the Federation deserves our warmest thanks and appreciation. He will be a hard act
to follow, but I am confident that Sinéad Higgins and Colm Brady will be up to the task
and that their special focus on quality assurance and training respectively, will be of
enormous benefit to the work of the Federation.

Looking forward
So where to in 2004? As you will see from this report, our objectives are clearly set out
and I have no doubt that they will be vigorously pursued. On a wider strategic level, I
believe that serious attention will have to be given to the issue of monitoring. Given that
the very future of our water services depends on accurate monitoring, it is a matter of
serious and growing concern that serious discrepancies are arising between various tests
of the same source and that inexplicable results are being returned. This is simply not
good enough. I know that local authorities will share the concern of group scheme
activists at the implications of questionable results from monitoring and will be as
anxious as we are to put foolproof systems into place.

In the first place, the strict guidelines on the taking and labelling of samples must be
followed to the letter. Beyond that, as a matter of justice, a member or designated
representative of the group scheme must be present when samples are taken and be given
a portion of that sample for independent verification. Unless there is total confidence in



the fairness of the procedures adopted, doubts as to the veracity of results will seriously
undermine our collective efforts to achieve full compliance with EU and national quality
standards..

Apart from our reservations on this issue, group schemes have every reason to feel
confident about the future. Because of the relatively small scale of our operations, we
have an opportunity to become genuine community utilities, in close touch with our
customer/members and with one another. In terms of source protection, water
conservation, the rights of consumers and quality assurance, we have already
demonstrated that we are at the cutting edge of new and radical ideas. Far from opposing
change, we have embraced it where we see benefits to our businesses and to our
communities. Let us forge ahead with the same positive attitude in 2004.

Brendan O’Mahony
Chairperson

2003 Review
The agenda for activity in the wider rural water sector was largely set by the outcome of
the case adjudicated in the European Court of Justice in November 2002. The ‘guilty as
charged’ verdict in that case had, however, been largely predicted and its formal
announcement simply served to accelerate policy initiatives and a series of actions that
were already being implemented as part of the overall strategic objectives outlined by the
National Federation of Group Water Schemes (NFGWS) in a 3-year business plan
released earlier in 2002.

Underpinning this plan was the recognition by the NFGWS Board that equal weight had
to be given to the internal and external focus of the Federation. The primary external
objective – supplying quality water to GWS customers on a sustained basis – was
dependent on the development of a vibrant, efficient, professionally-managed and
properly resourced group water sector. The putting in place of structures which might
enhance the internal workings of the Federation as a whole and of the individual group
schemes, has remained a key area of activity, in line with the recommendations of the
ICOS Report agreed in 2001.

The further marginal rise in the numbers of schemes affiliated to the Federation (see table
opposite) indicates a strong core organisation, but regional weaknesses are also apparent.
A base report on the group sector, researched in 2003, emphasises the ongoing need for
the work of the Federation. An accurate database of all group water schemes, with
numbers of domestic connections, is currently being compiled with the assistance of local
authority rural water liaison officers and this will allow more targeted recruitment of
individual schemes.

Specific systems were introduced, aimed at improving the service provided to Federation
members by management and staff, not least improved reporting procedures which have
facilitated a more focused approach to development work. In the course of the year, there



was significant investment in new technology that would assist training. Similarly, as part
of efforts to profile GWS activity nationally, digital cameras were provided to staff, while
specific information booklets were distributed outlining both the training and Quality
Assurance programmes available to group schemes.

All of the above initiatives emphasised a growing emphasis on the areas of training and
publicity. In terms of the latter, the principal objective was to make GWS News a
quarterly publication and to further develop the NFGWS website as a resource for all of
those interested in the rural water sector.

In terms of training, the emergence of the Operate & Maintenance aspect of DBO
contracts has had a marked impact on the provision of operational courses to GWS
activists and an ongoing review of training requirements will take account of the new
scenario and provide more focused courses for GWS operatives/managers.

Management training, piloted in late 2002, has been successfully delivered to some thirty
schemes to date, between them catering for about one-fifth of all households relying on
group schemes. Training was initially offered only to those counties where DBO bundles
were at an advanced state of development and uptake was strongest in the border counties
of Cavan and Monaghan, where the course provided has proved very popular and
beneficial.

As for the external work of the Federation, efforts to secure agreement on DBO ‘bundles’
have again dominated activity. Schemes have demonstrated commendable patience
throughout the necessarily long and unavoidably tedious evolution of their projects, but
2004 will see the groundwork finally laid for virtually all projects and construction
should begin shortly thereafter.

The intervening time period has been used to good effect, as the DBO process itself is
fine-tuned and as management structures are finalised which will ensure that group
schemes are fully informed throughout the life of their O&M contracts.

In 2003, we have seen a further strengthening of partnership within the rural water sector.
Following consultation on the proposed provisions of the new Water Services Bill in late
2002, there were ongoing successful discussions with the Department of the Environment
in respect of two key issues affecting group schemes – the continuation of subsidies
throughout the life of O&M contracts and the need to address water wastage in the
context of schemes having to pay contractors for every drop of treated water.
Submissions presented by the Board to the Department in respect of both issues, are
published in full in Appendix 2 & 3 of this report.

In terms of evaluating progress during the year, this report will deal individually with
each of the objectives, targets and actions set for 2003. These were:

OBJECTIVE I: TO PROVIDE RESPONSIVE, EFFECTIVE AND REPRESENTATIVE
LEADERSHIP TO THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE NFGWS.



TARGET: TO FURTHER IMPROVE THE PROFESSIONALISM OF INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURES AND THE CAPACITY OF STAFF TO DEAL WITH THE DAY-TO-DAY CONCERNS AND
NEEDS OF MEMBERS.
Action 1: Implement the remaining internal restructuring recommendations of the ICOS
Report, with particular reference to staff reporting procedures.
Evaluation: All ICOS recommendations in relation to staff have now been implemented.
Reporting procedures discussed during the year were formalised in December and were
formally introduced in January 2004.

With the departure of former Development Co-ordinator, Damien Woods (who returned
to his position with the Western Health Board), two new Senior Development Co-
ordinators were appointed in December, one (Colm Brady) with particular responsibility
for training, the other (Sinéad Higgins) with responsibility for Quality Assurance.

In the course of the year, there were three appointments to staff, two of whom continue to
be employed as regional development co-ordinators, one (Joe Gallagher) with
responsibility for north Leinster, Roscommon and Mayo, the other (Barry Deane) with
responsibility for the south Leinster region.

Action 2: Provide (as part of a website) a dedicated online noticeboard for staff
members, including all relevant information and references.
Evaluation: This was not implemented in 2003, but it is anticipated that a review of the
website in 2004 will deal with this issue. Within its ‘open’ section, however, the site has
been developed during 2003 as a resource for staff members and the public alike. See
below.

TARGET: TO ENHANCE THE MEANS BY WHICH THE MEMBERSHIP IS KEPT INFORMED OF
DEVELOPMENTS ON AN ONGOING AND REGULAR BASIS.
Action 1: Produce and distribute GWS News on a quarterly basis.
Evaluation: Implemented. In addition to producing issues in January, May, August and
December, a decision was made to increase the print-run from 1,000 copies per issue to
2,500. Group schemes receive three copies (sent to the scheme secretary), while
individual copies are distributed to TDs, senior local authority personnel and others
within the water services sector.

A 32-page colour format is now established and production costs are largely covered by
advertising revenue and there are plans to further close the gap, while further increasing
circulation. The total cost of production (including VAT) and postage in 2003 was
€23,558.81. Advertising revenue came to €19,431.65 (of which almost €4,000 was
outstanding as of 31 December 2003, some of which has since been paid).

TARGET: TO EXPAND SERVICES AND ORGANISATION, BASED ON A COMPREHENSIVE
ASSESSMENT OF THE SECTOR.
Action 1: Complete (within a year) a base report of the GWS sector.
Evaluation: Implemented. Two post graduate students were commissioned to undertake a
base study of the group scheme sector. They completed their work in autumn and a final



report is in the course of preparation. Both students (Joe Gallagher and Barry Deane)
have since joined the staff of the NFGWS.

As further evidence of the development of the sector, the numbers of schemes opting for
co-operative status, and adopting the rules devised by ICOS, has continued to rise, with
approximately 50 schemes registering as co-operatives in 2003. See Appendix. 1.

TARGET: TO PROVIDE IN EACH DEVELOPMENT OFFICE THE RESOURCES NECESSARY FOR
EFFECTIVE INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERVICES.
Action 1: Install adequate computer technology in all regional offices, building a network
and staff training in database systems and website.
Evaluation: Partly implemented. Adequate computer technology is now available in all
Federation offices, and database expertise exists in two of these (Monaghan and Tuam).
Training for staff members has, however, been delayed due to the extensive ongoing
effort to finalise DBO bundles.

TARGET: TO VOICE PRIVATELY AND PUBLICLY NFGWS POLICY POSITIONS AND TO
HIGHLIGHT THE WORK OF INDIVIDUAL GROUP SCHEMES AND OF THE FEDERATION.
Action 1: Provide GWS News to all media outlets, with accompanying press release,
highlighting the major story in the GWS sector.
Evaluation: Implemented. All national and local media are now part of the GWS News
distribution database and press releases on major issues affecting the sector are
distributed to all of these.

Action 2: GWS News to be posted on website in PDF format (i.e. it will be
downloadable).
Evaluation: In consultation with our website designers, it was agreed that the time taken
to download a PDF version of GWS News might prove a disadvantage, at least until
broadband is more widely available. In the short-term, at least, it was decided to make all
articles available on the site as normal text documents and this has been done. A PDF
version of the front page is now presented on the home page and browsers are brought
from this point to articles within the current issue of GWS News. An archive also exists
where articles from back issues to January 2003 are currently available. Again, the
review of the site in 2004 may lead to further innovation.

Action 3: Build up a comprehensive list of contacts in national and local media,
identifying within the broadcasting sector, presenters and programmes, other than news
departments, potentially receptive to news/events from the group water sector.
Evaluation: Implementation ongoing. Environment correspondents have been identified
within most national news organisations and press briefings are sent to these. While
individual contacts have been established in several local newspapers and radio stations,
development workers are currently identifying local media correspondents within their
own regions who might be receptive to news items from the GWS sector.

Action 4: Inform media on ongoing capital works programmes on individual schemes or
on groups of schemes.



Evaluation: Implemented. While a national/local news briefing was drawn up for the first
time in December (in preparation for distribution of the EPA report on Drinking Water
Quality), there was considerable success in creating a public profile for the GWS sector
in those counties where the DBO bundling strategy is most advanced – Monaghan and
Cavan. As projects move towards construction in other counties, it is anticipated that the
local media will become increasingly receptive to information.

TARGET: TO BUILD ON EXISTING PARTNERSHIP ARRANGEMENTS, ACTING AS AN
INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN THE MEMBERSHIP AND STATUTORY AGENCIES IN RELATION TO
SUBSIDIES, LICENSING AND SUCH OTHER ISSUES AS MAY BE DECIDED UPON AT ADC AND
BOARD MEETINGS AND TO REPRESENT AND INFLUENCE THE DRAFTING OF FUTURE NATIONAL
AND EU LEGISLATION AS IT PERTAINS TO DRINKING WATER AND, THEREAFTER, TO ASSIST
GROUP SCHEMES IN THE INTERPRETATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH LEGISLATION.
Action 1: Lobby the DoELG in relation to the Water Services Bill and the wider aims,
objectives and work of the group sector.
Evaluation: Implementation ongoing. After the highly successful consultation process
which took place in relation to the proposed Water Services Bill in late 2002, the Board
has further developed its partnership approach in dealing with the Department. The
Federation’s efforts in this regard have been fully reciprocated by the Minister and his
senior officials, who have consistently demonstrated their readiness to listen to the views
of the Federation and to take suggestions on board.

In light of motions at last year’s ADC, the NFGWS Board focused particularly on two
issues of concern to group schemes – subsidy payments and water conservation. At a
meeting in Tullamore on 1 May, submissions from the NFGWS Board relating to both
these matters were discussed (See Appendix 2 & 3). The Board received assurances in
relation to the former issue, while the latter has since resulted in a pilot ‘metering’
project, which has since been extended to all GWS entering into DBO projects.

A further face-to-face meeting between the Board and the Department was held in
December. Board members were informed of the detail of the Water Services Bill, and
the extension of the metering pilot.

Action 2: Establish structured contacts (outside of committee work or informal meetings)
with all county liaison officers on a monthly basis.
Evaluation: Implementation is ongoing. Structured regular contacts have been established
with many rural water liaison officers, particularly in those counties where DBO projects
are advancing, but there is clearly room for further improvement.

Action 3: Sustain and, where possible, increase NFGWS participation on County Rural
Water Monitoring Committees, ensuring speedy agreement and implementation of Final
Stage Strategic Plans.
Evaluation: Implementation is ongoing. Federation staff and members of County
Federations devoted considerable time in 2003 to the work of the Rural Water
Monitoring Committees. The new reporting procedures will allow for a more detailed
analysis of the extent of this work in our next report.



OBJECTIVE II: TO ENSURE THAT THE FEDERATION SUCCESSFULLY FULFILS
ITS REMIT UNDER THE RURAL WATER PROGRAMME AND CONSOLIDATES
THE PARTNERSHIPS THAT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.
TARGET: TO PRO-ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE AND ASSIST GROUPS IN IMPLEMENTING
STRATEGIES AGREED AT COUNTY LEVEL, IN PARTICULAR PROMOTING THE ADOPTION OF THE
DBO AND ‘BUNDLING’ ROUTES AS THE BEST MEANS OF ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING
WATER QUALITY ON GROUP SCHEMES.
Action 1: Push for monthly meetings (at least) of Monitoring Committees in those
counties awaiting adoption and ratification of final stage strategic plans, consulting with
county liaison officers in formulating the agenda for such meetings.
Evaluation: Implementation is ongoing. It is disappointing to note (from regional reports)
that in 2003 many counties held less meetings of their RWMC than in previous years.
Rural Water Monitoring Committees work best where the GWS sector is fully involved.
Relationships are being further strengthened, however, with the formation of DBO
steering groups across many counties which will meet on a regular basis.

Action 2: Focus Federation resources (and in particular staff time) in working on a
priority basis with those schemes most in need of NFGWS support, by:
(a) Pro-actively approaching schemes identified as falling short of the quality standard
and convincing them of the urgent need to become part of DBO ‘bundles’.
(b) Identifying and pro-actively approaching private schemes suitable for amalgamation
and/or takeover, addressing the concerns that such groups may have in adapting to
structural and legislative change.
Evaluation: Implemented. In the course of 2003, scores of meetings were held across all
regions with individual group schemes and with ‘bundles’ of schemes to stress the need
for upgrading, either through the DBO bundle approach, or via amalgamation, linking
into a public supply or takeover.

While the direction taken has largely reflected the strategic plans agreed at county level,
the publication of an Action Plan by the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee
further emphasised the importance of DBO bundling in addressing the problems of
deficient water quality on group water schemes, as this will provide the solution for the
vast majority of households relying on a GWS for their drinking water supplies. With an
estimated 50,000 householders in this category, the DBO solution was expected to
account for some 35,000 of these, but this figure has already been surpassed. Timetables
established within the action plan gave an added sense of urgency to the work of
Federation development workers on this issue and this is clearly having results, as is the
appointment of a national DBO projects manager.

DBO ‘bundles’
Throughout 2003, existing DBO ‘bundles were  extended across virtually all regions of
group scheme activity, while new bundles were either agreed or in the process of being
formed. The numbers of domestic households catered for within these bundles rose by
more than 13,000 (from 21,417 in our last report to 35,368 on 31 December 2003).



Whereas many of these bundles have been finalised and are expected to begin
construction this year or early next year, within some bundles there are groups which
have outstanding issues to be resolved in relation to access and ownership of sites.
Participation will ultimately depend on the successful resolution of such legal issues as
well as the willingness of the schemes to be part of the bundle. As of 31 December 2003,
the situation was as follows:

County Cavan
3 DBO bundles (6,496 GWS households)
With the exception of Annagh GWS (an amalgamation of two schemes which recently
completed DBO upgrading), all Cavan GWS are now part of one of three DBO bundles
which are well advanced, with contracts having been signed in the case of one (West
Cavan) and the winning bidder having been announced for East Cavan. Tender
documents in respect of South West Cavan were at an advanced stage of preparation by
the end of 2003. Two of the Cavan bundles have been strengthened by the addition
during 2003 of GWS from neighbouring counties (Glaslough/Tyholland, County
Monaghan, in the case of the East Cavan bundle and Kiltale, County Meath in the case of
the South West Cavan bundle).
West-Cavan bundle:
With the completion of the tendering process in 2003, contracts were awarded in
December, with EPS emerging as the successful bidder. Construction on this bundle is
expected to begin in 2004. A DBO Steering Committee has been established and it held
its inaugural meeting in December. Participants in this bundle are currently considering
forming a joint management co-operative, to run their day-to-day business affairs. The
GWS involved (with the number of domestic consumers in brackets) are:
Milltown (312), Doobally (52), Gowlan (150), Glangevlin (145), Kildallan (230),
Ballymagovern & Corran (115), & Corlough (297).
Sub total: 1,339

East-Cavan bundle:
As in West Cavan, the tendering process was completed during 2003, with Veolia
emerging as the successful contractor. Again, it is confidently anticipated that
construction on this bundle will commence in 2004. The schemes involved are:
Drumkeery (423), Mountainlodge (374), Dhuish (205), Billis/Lavey (430), Bunnoe (160),
Kill (95), Crosserlough (546), Clifferna (443), Dernakesh (187) and Glaslough/Tyholland
(530).
Sub total: 3,393

South-West Cavan bundle:
With the addition of three news GWS in the course of 2003, this bundle was moving
towards the final tendering stage by 31 December 2003. Tender documents had been
prepared and following normal Local Authority and Department approval, these will be
circulated amongst the five short-listed contractors.
This bundle consists of Bruskey/Killadoon (326), Gartylough (760), Lavagh-Ballyheelin
(Ballymachugh) (256), Crossdoney (250) and Kiltale (172).
Sub total: 1,764



County Clare
1 DBO bundle (2,840 households)
By December 2003, tendering documents were being completed by the client’s
representative, with a view to having them submitted to the Department by March 2004.
Contractors on this project have been shortlisted and a DBO Steering Committee formed.
When complete, the Clare DBO bundle will have addressed water quality problems on
more than 50% of rural households served by privately-sourced GWS.
The bundle includes Kilmaley-Inagh (1,500), Lissycasey (745), Killone (173) and
Toonagh-Dysart (300).
Sub total: 2,840

County Galway
2 DBO bundles (3,616 GWS households)
In January 2003, client’s representatives were appointed to the first of two proposed
bundles in Galway and work began on assessing the treatment needs of each of the 14
schemes involved. Organisation of a second bundle began in June when a series of five
meetings were held with schemes throughout the county. By 31 December most schemes
within Bundle No. 1 had received preliminary reports from the client’s representative. A
meeting of the newly-formed DBO Steering committee (deferred from December to
January) was told that approval was imminent for the brief for client’s representative on
Bundle No. 2. Approval has since been given.

Bundle No. 1
Ballyglass/Fiddane (39), Brierfield No.1 (49), Cloonatleva (65), Cloonluane (76),
Barnarusheen (47), Kiltevna (Dunmore) (39), Lettergesh/Mullaghgloss (34), New Inn
No. 2 (365), Emlough (43), Lowville No. 1 (46), Inis Meáin (115), Rhynn (67), Ardrahan
(90) and Ballyaneen (21).
Sub total: 1,096

Bundle No. 2
Ardaun (120), Ballinakill (175), Belclare (96), Cappataggle (120), Loch Hibert Teo,
Lettermullen (400), Kylemore/Abbey (80), Kiltiernan (90), Caherdine/ Caherdevane
(100), Ballyvoneen (40), Menlough (450), Curry/Pollinore (48), Rakerin (20),
Ballinastaig/Killamoran (15), St Clerans/Lee Carrow (24), Cloughagalla (16), Clonbrock
(54), Castletaylor (54), Oatfield/Mail Road (18), Caltragh/Castleblakeney/Ballymacward
(600).
Sub total 2,520

South East
1 DBO bundle (3,353 GWS households)
The south east DBO bundle embraces GWS across seven counties, including six from
Leinster and one from South Tipperary in Munster. In total, there are 46 individual
schemes, 35 of which are privately-sourced group schemes, the remaining 11 being small
public schemes. The total number of domestic connections (including public schemes) is
approximately 5,500 and these serve a total population of 19,500.



Employer’s representatives for the South East DBO project were appointed in September
2003 and a programme of fitting bulk meters has been ongoing since late 2003. Several
consultation meetings have been held with the schemes involved. Construction is
expected to begin early in 2005.

The group water schemes participating from each of the counties involved (with the
number of domestic consumers) are as follows:
Carlow (4 schemes) – Ballinabranna (223), Glynn/St Mullins (122), Ballyellen (37) and
Craan/Newstown (22); Kildare (5 schemes) – Ashgrove/Kildangan (25), Kilteel (48),
Leinster Lodge (34), Lipstown/Narraghmore (290) and Usk/Gormanstown (107);
Kilkenny (6 schemes) – Ballycallen (102), Castleinch (16), Castlewarren (114),
Cuffesgrange ((40), Windgap (44) and Newstown, Thomastown (48); Laois (3 schemes)
– Ballacolla (354), Ballypickas (77) and Barrowhouse (53); South Tipperary (1 scheme)
– Toor (28); Wexford (3 schemes) – Blackstairs (700), Borrmount, Enniscorthy (83) and
Templeudigan (170); and Wicklow (13 schemes) – Askanagap (16), Ballinagate (27),
Cornagower (19), Hempstown (124), Humphreystown (19), Manor Kilbride (83),
Tomacorke No. 2 (48), Tombreanne (30), Blainroe (192), Oldcourt (60), Crossbridge (9),
Killacloran (15), The Lambe, Tinode (18).
Sub total 3,353

County Leitrim
1 DBO bundle (766 GWS households)
While most privately-sourced Leitrim schemes are being linked into a regional supply,
several schemes have been identified as part of a DBO ‘bundle’ comprising 766
households in total. These include:
Aughnasheelin (122), Ballinagleragh (200), Carrigallen (260 approx), Leckaun (90),
Mohercregg (74), Mullaghgarve Aughacashel (20).
Sub total: 766

County Limerick
1 DBO bundle (2,784 GWS households)
At the end of 2003 the DBO project in Limerick could report satisfactory progress.
Client’s Representatives were appointed and all 22 group schemes surveyed as to their
status and needs. A guideline price for the upgrades has also been produced. The groups
are considering equalising the upgrade costs so that every house in the bundle will make
the same contribution. This is designed to make the DBO option feasible for smaller
schemes, where it would not otherwise be possible. It is hoped that detailed tendering will
commence in the near future. The schemes involved are:
Asroe (35), Glenbrohane (106), Kileedy (199), Granagh (136), Ballinvreena (64),
Glenroe (32), Glenstal (102), Baggotstown (45), Bulgaden (102), Lough Gur (470),
Kilcornan (29), Ballyshonick (22), Coshma (86), Kilfinny (205), Ballyduff (25), Croagh
(21), Ballybricken (198), Carnane (310), Craggs/Borrigone (53), Farradonnelly (14),
Cappagh (154), Ballyorgan (42), Greenane (79), Griston (50), Newton/Caherline (205).
Sub total: 2,784



County Mayo
2 DBO bundles (6,551 households)
By 31 December 2003 contract documents in respect of the first Mayo bundle were
awaiting Department approval. A partnership agreement was signed between Mayo
County Council and the individual GWS involved in the bundle. This is a requirement for
progressing through the Part 8 planning procedure. Contractors were shortlisted and the
tendering process was expected to start early in 2004. The legal status of all sites required
for the DBO process was successfully addressed in 2003.
Organisation of a second Mayo bundle also progressed during the year. A brief for the
client’s representative was submitted to the Department for approval and all schemes
within the proposed bundle have responded positively.

Bundle No. 1
Ballycroy (322), Brackloon Spaddagh (152), Glencorrib (362), Kilmovee Urlaur (478),
Lough Mask/Creevagh (280), Ballyglass Carnacon (504), Kilmeena (298), Glenhest
(138), Killeen (201), Drummin (48), Laughta (80), Belderrig (55), Bohola (524), which
between them supply 3,442 domestic connections.
Sub total: 3,442

Bundle No. 2
Bofeenaun (254), Lahardane (110), Derryhillagh (25), Callow (264), Meelick (200),
Prizon Lisnolan (193), Keelogues (118), Ballyvary (100), Curraghmore (75), Cuilmore
(141), Burrishule (170), Killasser (360), Fahy Kilmaclasser (221), Cloonmore Rooskey
(231), Sraheens (191), Woodfield Ballure (133), Straide (210), Puladoohey (70),
Eskeragh (25), Tavneena (18).
Sub total: 3,109

County Monaghan
1 DBO bundle (4,430 GWS households)
This bundle was agreed as part of a national pilot project. Five GWS within the county
did not participate initially; one (Magheracloone GWS) has quality drinking water, of the
others, Aughnashalvey GWS, Corduff/Corracharra GWS and Killanny/Reaghstown GWS
rejoined the bundle in 2003, leaving only one non-compliant scheme, Donaghmoyne
GWS, outside the pilot project. The project progressed well during the year. Four DBO
treatment works – Truagh, Churchill & Oram, Doohamlet and Drumgole – were opened
and the remaining schemes will see their facilities fully operational in 2004. The GWS
involved in the bundle are as follows:
Aughnashalvey (473), Corduff/Corrachara (325), Truagh (550), Tydavnet (550),
Drumgole (324), Doohamlet (212), Farmoyle-Baraghy (300), Churchill-Oram (309),
Killanny/Reaghstown (657) and Stranooden (730).
Sub total: 4,430

County Roscommon
1 DBO bundle (1,983 households)



This bundle was in the early stages of preparation on 31 December 2003. It is likely to
include both privately-sourced GWS and several small public schemes. The privately-
sourced GWS considering participation are as follows:
Annaghmore/Corraslira (31), Ardkennagh (54), Ballinderry, Rathmore, Castlemine (27),
Ballymacurley, Killultague (78), Carane, Ballintubber (39), Carnalasson/Caggle (80),
Carrowcrim/Hollywell (63), Clooncullane/ Clooncunny (37), Clooneygrasson (63)
Clooneyquinn (51) Corristoona (16) Derrane/Coolteigue (51),
Derrinacartha/Cloonlumney (120), Derryphatten (31), Donamon (58), Grange Lower
(28), Grange, Four Mile House (49), Ogulla, Tulsk (59), Peake Mantua (28), Rathcarren
(56), Rathcroghan, Tulsk (111), Brosna (109) Camlin Ballinameen (92) Carane,
Whitehall (30), Gorthaganny (129), Shadlough (117), Tartan Scurmore (33), Pollacat
Springs (343)
Sub total: 1,983

County Sligo
2 DBO bundles (1,717 GWS households)
Both Sligo DBO projects were at an advanced stage of preparation at the end of 2003 and
a DBO Steering Committee had been established to oversee progress. It is confidently
anticipated that all advanced works will have commenced late in 2004 and that
construction of treatment works will begin shortly thereafter.

South east Sligo bundle:
Geevagh/Highwood (365), Castlebaldwin (252), Keash (125), Culfadda (162),
Carrowdargney (25) and
Corrick (90).
Sub total: 1,071

North west Sligo bundle
Drum East (226), Ben Bulben (53), Ballintrillick (108), Castletown (91), Keelaghaboy
(87) and Beltra (81).
Sub total: 646

Action 3: Develop, with a view to piloting, a centralised monitoring system for those
group schemes which have completed upgrading.
Evaluation: Implemented. A centralised monitoring system has been developed and it is
anticipated that will be introduced on a pilot basis in Monaghan later this year.

TARGET: TO GENERATE AWARENESS WITHIN THE SECTOR AND AMONGST THE WIDER
PUBLIC IN RELATION TO WATER QUALITY ISSUES AND WHAT IS REQUIRED OF WATER
PROVIDERS IN TERMS OF CURRENT AND UPCOMING LEGISLATION.
Action 1: Launch website, including a dedicated environmental-awareness section and
links to related sites.
Evaluation: Implemented. The website was officially launched by Minister Martin Cullen
TD in July 2003. Material for the site, including text and graphics, was provided by the
Federation and design was by Aperture Design, a County Down firm. Amongst the topics



included are pages dealing with the background and work of the NFGWS and detailed
information on a range of relevant issues from DBO to legislation to subsidy payments.

The NRWMC Action Plan 2003-2006 and the Source Protection National Pilot
submission were added during the year, while the content of GWS News has also been
made available, including back issues to January 2003. There is an informative and
entertaining children’s section, aimed at creating awareness of our drinking water as a
vulnerable and costly resource. Children are shown how to construct their own water
cycle and can see a visual representation of a water treatment works.

Practical papers on the operation of group schemes, contacts for local authority liaison
officers, plumbing tips and a host of other information are available.

With more than 1,000 visitors a month, some from as far away as the USA, New Zealand
and South Africa, the site provides a window into Irish rural water services for academics
and practitioners alike and is being used as a resource by journalists. The website can be
located at www.nfgws.ie

Action 2: Urge adoption by all NFGWS-affiliated groups of the Quality Assurance
Scheme.
Evaluation: Implementation ongoing. The Quality Assurance Scheme is being introduced
to individual group schemes through the Management Training Programme. Three
Galway schemes involved in piloting the initiative in 2002 have continued to implement
the scheme and, in the course of 2003 an explanatory booklet was produced and
distributed, informing schemes of what the Quality Assurance Scheme is about. In
December, Sinéad Higgins, Quality Assurance Manager, was appointed as one of two
Senior Development Co-ordinators, with responsibility for promoting Quality Assurance.

Action 3: Ensure that all affiliated group water schemes adopt and implement the
Charter of Rights.
Evaluation. Implemented. All schemes were encouraged to adopt the Charter of Rights at
their AGMs in 2003. Most affiliated schemes have done so.

Action 4: Implement a pro-active media campaign in relation to water-quality issues and
respond to negative media commentary.
Evaluation. Implemented. A determined effort was made during 2003 to address media
misconceptions about the rural water sector. Industry magazines carried regular features,
all of which accurately reflect the current situation within the sector. Local media were
particularly receptive to news items from the Federation and this is clearly an area which
should be further developed in the years ahead. Within the broader media, difficulties
continued, and despite our best efforts, negative reporting continued in some quarters. In
an attempt to address this issue, in December 2003, the Federation began preparation of a
press pack for release in advance of publication of the annual EPA Water Quality Report
and journalists were pointed towards the Federation website. More pro-active work of
this sort is needed in the future.



Action 5: Encourage adoption of best practice, highlighting within GWS News and the
wider media, as well as at information meetings/seminars, those schemes that might be
considered as models.
Evaluation: Implemented. A consistent effort was made in 2003 to highlight the work of
schemes which might be said to have applied ‘best practice’. The Management Training
Programme is being used to further emphasise the importance of schemes adopting best
practice in relation to all aspects of their business.

TARGET: TO DELIVER COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING TO MEMBERS AND TO
FURTHER DEVELOP, THROUGH THE WATER SERVICES NATIONAL TRAINING GROUP,
OPERATIONAL COURSES SUITED TO THE GWS SECTOR.
Action 1: Prioritising schemes which have completed upgrading (including treatment
works, reasonable distribution systems and individual metering), provide the
management training course (devised by ICOS) to at least fifty group schemes across all
regions.
Evaluation: Implemented in part. Given the limited personnel resources available, the
target of 50 schemes completing the management training course in a single year was, in
retrospect, somewhat over ambitious. However, the course has been successfully
delivered to some 30 schemes to date, which between them represent a significant
proportion of householders served by GWS. See below.

Training
In late December 2002 affiliated schemes in Cavan, Galway, Limerick, Mayo and
Monaghan were circulated with details of the Management Development Programme.
They were advised that the programme would be available in their counties from early
February 2003 and applications were invited from interested schemes. A mixed response
was received with interest levels varying from county to county.

Training commenced in Galway with the Milltown GWS on 24 February 2003. A further
two Galway schemes completed the programme during 2003. Cavan and Monaghan
schemes showed the biggest initial interest, a reflection perhaps of the relative progress
being made in both counties in respect of DBO upgrading of schemes. During 2003 ten
schemes from these counties completed the programme and a further three were almost
completed. In Limerick, three schemes embarked on the training course in 2003.

Reaction to the programme content and presentation has been positive and encouraging.
From 70% to 90% of the members of participating Boards of Directors have been
attending the course provided. A progress review – carried out on 4 June with three
Cavan/Monaghan schemes which had completed all of the modules – found that the
programme, while demanding on time, was considered well worthwhile by participants.
Through participating in the course, schemes recognised that if they are to continue to
provide a quality customer service and comply with various regulations, they must now
strongly consider putting some form of full-time or part-time paid management structure
in place. They were generally of the view that their groups could not survive indefinitely
relying solely on voluntary day-to-day management.



During the summer all schemes were circulated with details of the training programme by
way of an information booklet which included an application form. This has resulted in a
schedule of management training being put in place for the early part of 2004 with
schemes from Roscommon, Kilkenny, Cavan and Monaghan participating.
This programme is now available to all schemes. While the programme is best delivered
to individual Boards of Directors it can also be delivered to a number of smaller schemes
together if necessary.

As part of the Module dealing with Health and Safety, it was suggested that the NFGWS
organise “Safe Pass” training for GWS personnel, particularly operators. This was taken
on board and at the end of the year plans were well advanced to provide such training to
schemes in Cavan and Monaghan. The services of the Regional Training Centres are
being utilised on an outreach basis for this training. This “safe pass” training will be
organised countrywide as the demand arises.

Groups continued to avail of operational training courses being run under the auspices of
the Water Services National Training Group at regional training centres in Ballincollig,
Roscrea, Castlebar and Stranorlar. For several reasons, the uptake on courses provided
fell during 2003 and this issue was addressed by the Federation in a submission to the
WSNTG last September (See Appendix 4).

Action 2: Launch a co-ordinated and focused publicity campaign directed at group
schemes, stressing the absolute necessity of operational and management training for
their schemes, both in terms of their own immediate interest in providing quality water
for their communities, their prospects of receiving financial supports and, indeed, the
long-term viability of their schemes as licensed providers of drinking water.
Evaluation: Implemented. Since the appointment in 2002 of Colm Brady as National
Training Manager, the importance of training has been emphasised at every opportunity.
All four issues of GWS News published in 2003 carried updates on training, and a booklet
was circulated outlining the modules contained within the training course. Emphasis is
placed on the fact that the course is delivered to schemes within their own localities. Mr
Brady’s appointment as joint Senior Development Co-ordinator with special
responsibility for training, further underlines the importance being attached to this area of
the Federation’s work. With the publication of the Water Services Bill in December and
its emphasis on the competence of water providers in managing their business – as a
prerequisite for licensing – the demand for training is likely to increase in the years
ahead.

TARGET: TO CONTINUE THE SEARCH FOR BEST PRACTICE, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
SOURCE-PROTECTION STRATEGIES THAT MAY BE GENERALLY ADOPTED.
Action 1: Collate (and, where necessary, commission) reports on all ongoing pilot
schemes, addressing both the strengths and weaknesses that have been identified. In
advance of wider circulation to relevant agencies, including group schemes, each report
will be sent to the relevant contractors and statutory agencies, requesting their input to
the final document.



Evaluation: Not implemented. All of the pilot projects were effectively Design Build
projects and they have since joined bundles to avail of long term O&M contracts and the
higher rate of subsidy. With the adoption of the DBO approach to procuring treatment
facilities, the onus for identifying workable solutions has passed to those firms tendering
for such contracts.

Action 2: To prioritise implementation of the Churchill-Oram source protection pilot and
the identification of at least three other locations, of varying soil/bedrock types, in which
source protection pilots may be initiated in 2004.
Evaluation: Implemented in part: A National Pilot Source Protection Project at Churchill
& Oram was officially launched in November 2003, following publication of a
submission presented to the Minister in October. For the full text of this submission, in
PDF format, visit our website at www.nfgws.ie.

As to identifying further potential locations in which source protection pilots may be
initiated, this will depend on the progress of the Churchill & Oram project.

Action 3: Devise, in consultation with group schemes and farmer organisations, a set of
principles in relation to such legislative/statutory instruments as may be
introduced/invoked to protect drinking water sources, with particular reference to issues
effecting the existing rights of land owners/occupiers.
Evaluation: Implementation ongoing. This issue was highlighted in the address of
NFGWS Chairperson, Brendan O’Mahony to the 2003 Annual Delegate Conference. In
an attempt to gauge how source protection is being addressed in other EU regions, a
delegation comprising group scheme personnel, the National Rural Water Monitoring
Committee and the Department of the Environment, Heritage & Local Government
visited Brittany in October. A full report is being prepared on this study trip which
focused on specific actions being taken to protect water and which have the support of
rural communities, including farmers.



Objectives, targets and actions for 2004

OBJECTIVE I: TO PROVIDE RESPONSIVE, EFFECTIVE AND REPRESENTATIVE
LEADERSHIP TO THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE NFGWS.
TARGET: TO FURTHER IMPROVE THE PROFESSIONALISM OF INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURES AND THE CAPACITY OF STAFF TO DEAL WITH THE DAY-TO-DAY CONCERNS AND
NEEDS OF MEMBERS.
Action 1: Introduce quarterly review days for staff and management, including
discussion and evaluation of progress across each region in relation to the Directive
coming into force on 1 January 2004.
Action 2: Organise a specific training course for staff and management, focusing on
source protection and waste management, designed to equip staff in providing informed
advice about the options available to group schemes.

TARGET: TO ENHANCE THE MEANS BY WHICH THE MEMBERSHIP IS KEPT INFORMED OF
DEVELOPMENTS ON AN ONGOING AND REGULAR BASIS.
Action 1: Provide or commission a weekly column ‘On the Water Front’ for
publication in the Farmers’ Journal.

TARGET: TO EXPAND SERVICES AND ORGANISATION, BASED ON A COMPREHENSIVE
ASSESSMENT OF THE SECTOR.
Action 1: Implement, in collaboration with existing rural businesses and voluntary
organisations, an information campaign designed to inform people of their entitlements
in relation to drinking water and, where they belong to unaffiliated group schemes, the
benefits of NFGWS membership.
Action 2: Selecting four counties across each region, identify unaffiliated group
schemes serving >50 persons. Where no active committee exists, initiate a leaflet/media
campaign informing water consumers of the need for proper organisation and the
benefits of belonging to the Federation.

TARGET: TO PROVIDE IN EACH DEVELOPMENT OFFICE THE RESOURCES NECESSARY FOR
EFFECTIVE INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING SERVICES.
Action 1: With the agreement of the National Water Services Training Group,
operational courses provided in the regional centres will be made available to group
water schemes at locations outside the training centre, where the management
committees of those schemes are unable, for whatever reason, to attend the designated
colleges, but wish to participate in operational training.

TARGET: TO VOICE PRIVATELY AND PUBLICLY NFGWS POLICY POSITIONS AND TO
HIGHLIGHT THE WORK OF INDIVIDUAL GROUP SCHEMES AND OF THE FEDERATION.
Action 1: Provide or commission a weekly column ‘On the Water Front’ for
publication in the Farmer’s Journal.
Action 2: Establish and publicise an annual awards scheme for the group sector.



TARGET: TO BUILD ON EXISTING PARTNERSHIP ARRANGEMENTS, ACTING AS AN
INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN THE MEMBERSHIP AND STATUTORY AGENCIES IN RELATION TO
SUBSIDIES, LICENSING AND SUCH OTHER ISSUES AS MAY BE DECIDED UPON AT ADC AND
BOARD MEETINGS AND TO REPRESENT AND INFLUENCE THE DRAFTING OF FUTURE NATIONAL
AND EU LEGISLATION AS IT PERTAINS TO DRINKING WATER AND, THEREAFTER, TO ASSIST
GROUP SCHEMES IN THE INTERPRETATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH LEGISLATION.
Action 1: In association with partners, design a public information campaign re
implications for providers and consumers of the Water Services legislation, focusing on
the unified and positive attitude of the partners to the measures contained within it and
highlighting the part being played by constituent members of the partnership in
delivering on the Rural Water Programme.
Action 2: Supply groups and county Federations with clear information leaflets
outlining the role of proposed local and national water services authorities and of how
they should use the NFGWS as their conduit to the new structures.

OBJECTIVE II: TO ENSURE THAT THE FEDERATION SUCCESSFULLY FULFILS
ITS REMIT UNDER THE RURAL WATER PROGRAMME AND CONSOLIDATES
THE PARTNERSHIPS THAT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.
TARGET: TO PRO-ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE AND ASSIST GROUPS IN IMPLEMENTING
STRATEGIES AGREED AT COUNTY LEVEL, IN PARTICULAR PROMOTING THE ADOPTION OF THE
DBO AND ‘BUNDLING’ ROUTES AS THE BEST MEANS OF ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING
WATER QUALITY ON GROUP SCHEMES.
Action 1: Develop, in consultation with partners, an information pack aimed at
‘priority’ group schemes (i.e. those still falling short of the required standard), outlining
the steps they need to take in order to achieve and maintain clean water.
Action 2: Adopt as a theme for year, ‘There’s no excuse for bad drinking water’,
encouraging media outlets to focus on the state of Irish water, the opportunity provided
by DBO and ‘bundling’ to address difficulties and the success of those schemes which
have adopted this route.
Action 3: Establish a pilot centralised monitoring and reporting system for group
schemes which have upgraded.

TARGET: TO GENERATE AWARENESS WITHIN THE SECTOR AND AMONGST THE WIDER
PUBLIC IN RELATION TO WATER QUALITY ISSUES AND WHAT IS REQUIRED OF WATER
PROVIDERS IN TERMS OF CURRENT AND UPCOMING LEGISLATION.
Action 1: Design or commission (in association with the Department of Education
and in consultation with the teachers’ union and parents’ organisations) a short
programme for primary schools, focusing on drinking water as a precious, vulnerable
(and expensive) resource – this programme to be included as part of the wider
environmental curriculum.
Action 2: Design or commission a suitable ‘water awareness’ presentation for
delivery to the wider public, this programme to be condensed into a 40-minute talk,
supported by graphics and provided by staff to regional structures of selected rural
organisations (such as the ICA) on a pilot basis. Depending on the response to the ‘water
awareness’ talk at a regional level and with the addition of such amendments as may be



necessary, the ‘talk’ to be provided either directly or indirectly for delivery at branches
of rural organisations.

TARGET: TO DELIVER COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING TO MEMBERS AND TO
FURTHER DEVELOP, THROUGH THE WATER SERVICES NATIONAL TRAINING GROUP,
OPERATIONAL COURSES SUITED TO THE GWS SECTOR.
Action 1: While expanding provision of the management training course (devised by
ICOS Services) to a further 100 group schemes across all regions, commission a
presentation of key course modules to be made available through NFGWS regional
offices to recently upgraded group schemes, pending delivery of the full course at a later
date.
Action 2: Launch a series of on-site operational training visits, giving schemes the
opportunity to exchange ideas and discuss problems.

TARGET: TO CONTINUE THE SEARCH FOR BEST PRACTICE, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
SOURCE-PROTECTION STRATEGIES THAT MAY BE GENERALLY ADOPTED.
Action 1: Organise in conjunction with the EPA, county environmental officers,
rural organisations and the wider community, public meetings in each electoral district
focusing on drinking water as a precious and vulnerable resource.
Action 2: Discuss with the relevant agencies the potential for group schemes
wishing to implement environmentally-sustainable source protection strategies,
particularly in relation to strategies that address the problem of agricultural waste, of
acting as agents for dealing with disposal of same.



Regional Reports
Northern Region

Cavan
A total of €5.5m grant aid was allocated to the Rural Water Programme in Cavan in 2003.
This represented a 7% increase on the 2002 allocation and was the third highest national
allocation. The overall figure was further subdivided as follows:
– €2.5m DBO water treatment projects
– €2.4m Capital Works
– €0.6m Small Water Schemes
Alongside the major DBO bundle projects (described elsewhere in this Report), the
capital works programme continued unabated throughout 2003. Works were carried out
in accordance with the County Strategic Plan and included developments in the following
areas:
– Interconnecting schemes
– Leakage detection & Water Conservation
– Upgrading of pipelines
– New storage reservoirs
– Advancement of new schemes (part private)
A total of 28 capital projects progressed to some degree during 2003. Projects of note
included:
1. Gowlan GWS: A major contract of network upgrade at a value of €1 million. The
contract includes construction of a new trunk main to supply Blacklion PWS. This will be
the first time a GWS supplies a PWS in the county.
2. Drumkeery GWS: A pipeline contract to interconnect the former Vale and Knockbride
schemes commenced in late 2003 at a value of €1.3 million.
3. Annagh GWS: A new water treatment plant procured under DBO was officially
opened in July. A major pipeline contract to interconnect the former Butlersbridge and
Redhills schemes was completed at €1.8 million.
4. Corran GWS: A pipeline contract to interconnect with the source for Ballymagovern
GWS commenced in late 2003.
5. Water Conservation Projects progressed on the Drumkeery, Billis-Lavey, Garty Lough,
Bruskey-Killydoon, Lavagh-Ballyheelan, Dhuish, Mountain Lodge and Ballymagovern
schemes.
6. A Preliminary Report was approved for a new scheme in the mid-south of the county
(Castlerahan, Mountnugent, Munterconnacht GWS). This area was identified in the
County Strategic Plan as requiring a piped water scheme to be sourced from the
Ballyjamesduff Regional scheme. Consultants have progressed to the design for Stage 1.
600 have been identified, and the likely cost of the project is in the region of €5 million.
6. A pilot Domestic Consumer Metering Project was conducted by Annagh GWS and
Clifferna GWS. Both schemes were delivering quality water to their distribution
networks and both had significant portions of their networks un-metered. As a result of
this pilot project, which is still ongoing, it was decided in December 2003 that funding
will be provided towards metering for all GWS involved in DBO bundle projects.
The County Rural Water Monitoring Committee met on three occasions during the year.



Monaghan
A total of €8.282 million was allocated to County Monaghan under the Rural Water
Programme for 2003, of which €5.75 was for the ongoing DBO project, €2 million for
capital works and €.525 million for small public schemes. As part of the pilot DBO
project, four new treatment works were opened during the year, at Truagh, Churchill &
Oram, Drumgole and Doohamlet, while work was started at a further five schemes,
Corduff/Corracharra, Killanny/Reaghstown, Aughnashalvey, Farmoyle/Barraghy and
Tydavnet.
With a total of 14 GWS in the county, of which twelve are privately sourced and two
publicly sourced, development grants totalling €1,284, 564 were paid to nine schemes, as
follows:
1. Aughnashalvey (€232,166.21): Towards replacement of rising mains and installation
of domestic and bulk meters to aid water conservation efforts.
2. Corduff/Corracharra (€15,246.39): Towards construction of new reservoir, provision
of new pump and control panel, laying new mains and installation of bulk meters.
3. Donaghmoyne €21,285.97): Towards construction of new reservoir and upgrading
existing pipe network.
4. Drumgole €57,3991.59: Towards construction of new reservoir and refurbishing
existing one, construction of new access road, laying new rising main and construction of
new weir.
5. Glaslough/Tyholland €90,403.63: Towards extension to scheme and improvement
works at treatment plant.
6. Killanny/Reaghstown €14,225.07: Towards upsizing of mains, provision of domestic
meters and fire hydrants
7. Mullan (Ballybay) €37,123.61:Towards construction of new group water scheme.
8. Truagh €178,747.08: Towards construction of new reservoir, upgrading pipe network
and installation of new domestic meters to aid water conservation measures.
Tydavnet €121,373.72. Towards construction of new reservoir, intake pipe, raw and
treated water mains and flow control structure.
In addition to the above, more than €.5 million was paid out in subsidy to schemes.
The County Rural Water Monitoring Committee met on 13 occasions during the year and
there were further regular meetings of the DBO steering group.

Donegal
Under the Rural Water Programme for 2003, County Donegal was allocated almost €5
million in total, of which €.5 million was to progress DBO proposals, approximately
€3.25 million for capital works on GWS, €.7 million for takeover of schemes and €.55
million for small public schemes.
Of 141 group schemes in the county providing water to more than 50 persons, only 27
were privately sourced, the remaining 114 receiving their supplies from public supplies.
Three privately-sourced schemes – Carrowmena, Desertegney and Lagacurry – were
connected to the public mains during 2003.
The detail of spending during 2003 was not available.



Louth
The privately-sourced group scheme sector is relatively small in Louth, with just 1,070
homes supplied by nine GWS serving more than 50 persons. Nonetheless, strenuous
efforts are being made to address continuing problems with water quality. The county
was allocated just over €1 million in 2003, of which €325,000 was for capital works on
GWS, a further €200,000 for takeover and €200,000 for small public schemes.
Under its programme for 2003, one privately-sourced scheme, Kilkerley, serving 46
domestic connections, was taken in charge and linked into a public mains supply at a cost
of approximately €57,000. Seven extensions of existing schemes to serve new houses
were installed at a total cost of some €185,000. Capital works on group schemes were as
follows:
Approximately €216,000 was granted towards the cost of a 3 km rising main, new pump
and controls and installation of bulk metering at Ballymakenny GWS. The total
allocation towards these works is just under €400,000.
Work continued in 2003 at Mountain Park, Carlingford GWS, which has seen the
commissioning of a new source, construction of a new reservoir and pumphouse, as well
as installation of a disinfection system and bulk metering.
Drybridge/Waterunder GWS was allocated €35,000 towards capital costs on the
construction of a new pumphouse, installation of a disinfection system and bulk metering.
More than €10,000 was allocated towards the cost of installing and commissioning a
disinfection system at Tenure GWS.
Grangebellew GWS requested Louth Co. Co. to be taken in charge. The council is
currently considering this request and assessing all possible options.
Louth Co. Co. has drawn up an Action Plan for Ardaghy GWS and the work is to be
carried out during 2004.

Meath
With just two privately-sourced schemes serving more than 50 people – Meath Hill &
Kiltale – Meath was allocated €1.625 million under the Rural Water Programme in 2003,
of which €.25 million was for DBO, €.5 million for capital works and €125,000 for
takeover of schemes. Under the Capital Grants allocation, the Council spent
approximately €535,000. Schemes assisted included Meath Hill GWS, Longwood Road,
Trim GWS, Moylough Phase 2 GWS, Brannockstown, Trim GWS, and Curraghtown and
Kentstown GWS. Under the Takeover of Schemes measure, the Council spent €22,500
upgrading Carlanstown Group Water Scheme.
In relation to Meath Hill GWS a new reservoir and associated site developments works
were provided under Contract 1. Under Contract 2 the Group carried out network
improvement works, new access to the pumphouse, new pumps and controls.
In 2003, Kiltale GWS entered into discussions with Cavan County Council in relation to
their proposed participation in Cavan South West DBO bundle project. The group
proposes to construct a new water treatment plant & associated site development works.
Meath County Council, in partnership with the Group, began processing the Part 8
Planning Application.
Meath County Council received detailed design drawings for the Kilcloon Group Water
Scheme to cater for approximately 366 houses & the group intends to seek tenders in
early 2004, subject to funding being made available.



North Connacht Region
Sligo
2003 was a very busy and productive year under the Rural Water Programme in Sligo
with the allocation of over €2.5 million as follows:
Group Water Schemes 1,500,000
Small Schemes 500,000
Takeover/upgrading of schemes 550,000
DBO projects 100,000
Total €2,650,000
Work was completed on a number of Group Water Schemes, including Castletown,
Carrowmoran, Lackagh, Carrickbanagher and Carrowloban. The upgrading of
Ballintogher GWS was also well advanced as was Stage 1 of major infrastructural
investment on Geevagh/Highwood GWS. This consisted of installing an intake
pumphouse, rising mains, a 227m3 reservoir and pumping station. An extension of Stage
1 has since been approved which involves the laying of new water mains to and from
Moytirra Reservoir.
It was anticipated that work on Stage 2 of this upgrading work would commence early in
2004.
The upgrading of Ballygawley GWS at a cost of €1.4 million neared completion in 2003.
It is proposed to connect the Ballygawley and Ballintogher schemes to the Sligo and
Environs Scheme in autumn 2004.
Upgrading works on the Culfadda GWS were approved at an estimated cost of €250,000.
A schedule of work costing of €228,000 was agreed for Castlebaldwin GWS while
Benbulben GWS is benefiting from investment totalling €250,000. Work was also
planned for GWS at Fuel/Drimbane, Rathgoonane and Belclare, and for the take-over and
upgrading of Coney/Stonehall GWS.
Planning have been finalised for the provision of group schemes to serve the
Doo/Knockminna, Gleann/ Kinnagrelly, Coolaney Road, Glack and the
Ballintogher/Dromahair Road areas.
A Steering Group was established to progress the DBO projects in the county and to
ensure compliance with the relevant EU Directives.
The Rural Water Monitoring Committee met once during 2003.

Leitrim
Under the Rural Water Programme, Leitrim was allocated €4.45 million, of which sum,
€100,000 was for DBO, €3.4 million for new and upgrading of group schemes, €300,000
for takeover of schemes and the remaining €600,000 for small public schemes.
Expenditure on the group scheme sector in Leitrim totalled €1, 675, 292 in 2003, while
an additional €78,898 was spent on takeover of several schemes.
Schemes in which upgrading work took place included Rossy, Glens Project, Killoman,
Drumboher Drumgowla, Drumdiffer, Attymanus, Lavareen, Corroscoffy, Aughavas
Corroneary, Tarmon, Kinkeen, Oghill, Creevelea/Killargue, Corderry Peyton, Toomans
Gortnagullion, Carrigallen, Fohera No 2, Killyvehy, Glencar, Aughagrania No 2, Keelagh
Bornacoola, Cooladonnell, Tully No 2, Cloonsarn.



Expenditure on takeover of schemes in the county related to Drumsna Village GWS,
Laughta GWS, Drumkielvey GWS
Leitrim Rural Water Monitoring Committee was active during 2003, meeting on two
occasions.

Mayo
With 200 group water schemes, half of which hare privately-sourced, Mayo received a
€5.3 million allocation under the rural Water Programme in 2003. Of this sum, €1.5
million was allocated to DBO, over €2 million to new schemes and upgrading of GWS,
€.85 million to takeover and €.9 million for small public schemes.
Three privately-sourced schemes – Hollymount GWS, Carrowkeel GWS, Purranes GWS
– were linked into public supplies, but none were taken over. Amongst the schemes
upgraded were Glencorrib GWS, Crimlin/Ross GWS, Hollymount/Kilrush GWS,
Tooreen/Aghamore GWS, Gurteen/Carrowkeel GWS, Bekan GWS and Bohola GWS.
The Takeover Allocation was spent on Knockmore GWS.
The following Schemes are at the planning stage for upgrade: Carras GWS, Manulla
GWS, Coogue GWS, Langanboy GWS and Bofield GWS.
Mayo Rural Water Monitoring Committee met on five occasions in 2003.

Western Region
Clare
With €5.35 million allocation under the RWP, Clare had €2 million for DBO, a further €2
million for additional upgrades and new GWS, €.75 million for takeover of GWS and the
remaining €.6 million for small public schemes.
In the event, the delay in moving to the construction stage in the DBO project meant that
just under €600,000 was spent in this area, almost €350,000 of which was expended on
upgrading Kilmaley/Inagh GWS, one of the four schemes participating in the bundle.
Money spent on refurbishment of existing schemes totalled almost €1.3 million, with
three schemes – Clohanes/Cree GWS and Cahersherkin/Ballagh GWS and Corragarry
GWS – being granted approximately  €350,000, €335,000 and €250,000 respectively.
Other schemes to benefit included Ballygereen (€80,500), Quilty/Seafield (€80,500),
Cappaduff/Woodpark (€77,000), Farrihy/Corbally (€53,500), Ballincarra (€40,600),
Deerpark (€13, 000).
The County Clare Rural Water Monitoring Committee met once in the course of 2003.

Galway
Galway was allocated €7.295 million under the Rural Water Programme in 2003, of
which €2.5 million was for DBO, €3.25 million for new schemes and upgrades to GWS,
€.845 million for takeover of GWS and the remainder for small public schemes.
No detail of this expenditure was available at the time of going to print.
The County Monitoring Committee met five times in the course of the year.



Roscommon
The Rural Water Programme allocation for Roscommon in 2003 was €1.75 million, of
which €1 million was for DBO, €.53 million for new schemes and upgrading GWS, €40,
00 for takeover of schemes and €.7 million for small public schemes.
The majority of the 141 part-private schemes in Roscommon are small schemes
consisting of less than fifteen houses. Only 37 serve a population of more than 50
persons. In addition, a total of 33 schemes were privately-sourced.
In order to comply with the new drinking water regulations, a number of measures are
ongoing to ensure full treatment as necessary on the 33 private schemes. Three of the
schemes have connected to the public mains in 2003 - the Croghan Private Group
Scheme has now connected to the Grangemore Public Scheme. Work started on
connecting both the Rahara Road and Cloontuskert privately-sourced schemes to the
South Roscommon and North East Roscommon regional supplies. Both schemes are
substantially complete at present. In addition, three further schemes at Creeve, Aughrim
and Corbally Boheroe are now part of the Pollacat Springs Co-op GWS which has full
treatment. The official opening of the scheme took place by the Minister of Environment
Heritage and Local Government on 12 February.
It is hoped to include the remaining twenty-seven schemes in a single bundle for full
treatment by DBO. Nineteen of the schemes have benefited from the Pilot Chlorination
project but further treatment is required on these schemes to comply with the Drinking
Water Regulations.
The sum of €40,000 was allocated to the Cloontuskert Group scheme which was
connected to the public main.
€530,000 was allocated to the Group Scheme Capital Grants upgrading works and works
were carried out on the following schemes: Carane, Grange Lower, Clooneygrasson,
Brosna, Clooncullane/Clooncunny, Cloonmore Whitehall, Woodbrook, Carnakit,
Annaghmore, Grange Four Mile House and Corristoona.
In addition new schemes were completed at Crannaghnore, Rusheen, Kilmacroy,
Tallaghan and two sewerage schemes at Deerpark and Charlestown Road. Tenders were
sought in the last quarter of 2003 for upgrading works, including the installation of bulk
meters, scour valves and other basic remedial work in preparation for the introduction of
the DBO Contract on the schemes requiring treatment.  Work has recently commenced on
a number of these projects.

Southern Region
Cork North
An allocation totalling€1.257 million was made, of which €.757 million was for new
schemes and upgrades on GWS, €100,000 for takeover of schemes and €.6 million for
small public schemes.
The main work carried on in 2003 was the refurbishment of Graigue. Curraghalla is being
upgraded. Plans are underway to upgrade Downing and Killally.
No figures were forthcoming.

Cork South
Almost €1.2 million was allocated to Cork South, of which sum €661,000 was for new
schemes and upgrading GWS. There are 16 GWS in this area serving more than 50



persons. Of these, eleven are privately-sourced (serving 446 households in total), the
remaining five (supplying 136 households in total) were on public supplies. No further
schemes were linked into public supplies during 2003, but of the five existing part-private
GWS, two – Farranasheshree GWS (17 households) and Lower Killeens GWS (38
households)– were taken in charge. Plans are being discussed to take two further part-
private schemes in charge and also one of the privately-sourced schemes – Kilvoultra 922
households).
€566,370 was spent on upgrading three GWS to ensure compliance with drinking water
regulations. These were Ballyglass GWS (65 households), Kilcredan GWS (56
households) and Walterstown GWS (56 households).
Four other schemes will begin construction in 2004.

Cork West
Just over €1 million was allocated to Cork West, of which €.75 million was for new
schemes and upgrading GWS and the remainder for small public schemes.
During 2003 there was ongoing work on four schemes. Derrycriveen is installing a new
reservoir. They are also putting in treatment for iron, manganese and chlorination.
Ballydonegan is putting in manganese and chlorination. Crosterra are installing ph
correction and disinfection equipment of UV and chlorination. Plans are drawn up for
connecting Ardacluggan to the public mains.

Kerry
Approximately €2.745 million was allocated to Kerry under the RWP in 2003, of which
€1.775 million was for new schemes and upgrades, €220,000 for takeover of schemes and
the remaining €.75 million for small public schemes.
There are 37 group water schemes in the county serving more than 50 persons each. Of
these, ten are privately-sourced. More than €200,000 was spent upgrading schemes in
2003, principally in replacing pipe networks, installing new pumps etc.
Depending on the agreement of the individual GWS, there are plans to link four schemes
– Dooneen GWS, Tonevane-Slieve GWS, Coolcorcoran GWS and Inch/Foildean GWS –
into public supplies in 2004, while new treatment facilities are to be provided to Bonane
GWS, Tousist GWS, Lyranes GWS and Kells GWS. New/supplementary sources and
treatment are to be supplied to Ballintarmon GWS and Lougher GWS. None of the above
schemes were fully compliant in 2003.

Limerick
An allocation of €3.75 million was made to Limerick under the RWP in 2003, of which
€1 million was for DBO, €1.6 million for new schemes and for upgrading GWS, €.6
million for takeover of GWS and the remainder for small public schemes. There are 42
privately-sourced GWS in the county and a further 67 receiving supplies off public
mains.
In the event, no new schemes were linked into public supplies and there was no takeover
of schemes, although €50,000 was granted spent in preparing schemes for takeover



Tipperary North
With an allocation of €1.75 million under the RWP in 2003, of which €.8 million was for
new schemes and upgrading of GWS, €.25 million for takeover and the remainder for
small public schemes, Tipperary North was pro-active in addressing the water quality
issue.
Grawn GWS, Toomevara, was linked into the public scheme in 2003 as part of a takeover
by the County Council. This scheme was privately-sourced prior to take-over.
A total of €634,470 was expended between the construction of new schemes and on the
improvement/refurbishment of existing schemes in 2003. The following is a breakdown:
New Schemes €391,073
Improvement/Refurbishment €243,397
Total €634,470
The County Monitoring Committee met on a quarterly basis during the year.

Tipperary South
An allocation of €1.43 million was made to Tipperary South under the RWP in 2003, of
which €300,000 was for DBO, €.55 million for new schemes and upgrade work, , ‹80,000
for takeover of schemes and the remainder for small public schemes.
This local authority reported no major works during the year, just the addition of a few
new 3/4 house schemes.

Waterford
An allocation of €1.6 million was made in 2003, of which €350,00 was for new schemes
and upgrades, €.4 million for takeover of schemes and the remainder for small public
schemes.
The group scheme sector is small, with just 13 GWS supplying over 50 persons. Of these,
four are privately-sourced – Monminane GWS (28 households), Ballymacaw GWS (44
households), Ross/Kildermody GWS (22 households) and Ballydurn GWS (17
households). None of these were linked into public supplies in 2003, nor were any
schemes taken over.
While no major upgrades are required on the publicly-sourced schemes, Waterford
County Council entered discussions with the privately-sourced schemes in 2003, with a
view to bringing forward proposals re upgrade or takeover.

Midlands/South East Region
Carlow
Carlow was granted just over €1 million under the RWP in 2003. Of this sum, €150,000
was to progress DBO, €200,000 was for new schemes and upgrades, €158,000 for
takeover of schemes and the remaining €.5 million for small public schemes.
There were 9 privately-sourced and 6 part-private GWS in Carlow at the start of 2003.
None of the private schemes were linked to public supplies in 2003, but three privately-
sourced GWS were taken over – Killerig/Straboe GWS (15 households), Ballyloo GWS
(21 households) and Nurney GWS (19 households)at a cost of €.5 million
Other expenditure was on smaller schemes, serving less than 50 persons.
Four of the remaining six privately-sourced GWS have signed up to the South East DBO
bundle, while solutions for the remaining two schemes are currently under discussion.



Kildare
A total of €1.85 million was allocated to Kildare under the RWP in 2003, of which
€100,00 was for DBO, a little over €1 million for new schemes and for upgrades of
GWS, €100,000 for takeover of GWS and €.6 million for small public schemes.
In 2003 two privately-sourced schemes – Ashgrove/Kildangan GWS and Killerig/Straboe
GWS were linked to public supplies and the agreed takeover of the former scheme
commenced.
Lipstown/Narraghmore GWS and Usk/Gormanstown (supplying 413 households in total)
are now the only privately-sourced GWS in Kildare serving more than 50 persons.

Kilkenny
Almost €1.5 million was granted to Kilkenny under the 2003 RWP, of which sum
€100,000 was for DBO, €836,000 for new schemes and upgrades of GWS, €70,000 for
takeover of schemes and €450,000 for small public schemes.
Kilkenny has 23 privately-sourced GWS serving more than 15 households. No schemes
were linked into public supplies in 2003 and none were taken over. It is, however,
proposed to takeover two and possibly three GWS in 2004.
Major areas of expenditure on upgrades during the year were as follow:
1. Castlewarren GWS (€342,661) in respect of ongoing infrastructural work on this new
scheme.
2. Newtown/Ovenstown GWS (€133,889) towards upgrading pipework and installation
of treatment.
3. Coolagh/Caherleske GWS (€160,000), towards provision of treatment, upgrading
network and locating new supply source.
A total of almost €1 million was spent on these and other upgrades/new schemes.
Meetings of the County Rural Water monitoring committee were held every two months.

Laois
Laois was granted €1.7 million under the RWP in 2003, of which sum €100,000 was for
DBO, €.95 million for new schemes and upgrading work, €300,000 for takeover of
schemes and €350,000 for small public schemes.
Laois had 24 group water schemes at the start of 2003, eleven of which were privately-
sourced and supplying 1,700 households. In the course of the year, two smaller privately-
source scheme – Raheen (20 households) and Ralish GWS (11 households) were linked
to the public supply, while upgrading work in advance of takeover was carried out on
three schemes – Killenard GWS, Castlecuffe GWS and Ralish GWS.
A total of more than €1 million was allocated to schemes under the new schemes and
upgrades on existing schemes. The major upgrading costs were incurred on Cullohill
GWS (€96,103), Raheen GWS (€185,425) and Heath GWS (€218,536)
The bulk of the new scheme investment went to publicly-sourced schemes – Ballybrophy
GWS (€146,628) and The Rock GWS (€187,219) – which are currently under
construction.
Upgrade plans have been proposed for Donaghmore GWS, Ballacolla GWS and
Killeaney GWS.



New schemes serving more than 50 persons are proposed for Clonkeen; Crannagh;
Bishopswood; Fisherstown; Arles; Ullard.

Longford
€1.59 million was granted to Longford under the RWP in 2003, of which €1 million was
for new schemes and upgrades to GWS, €190,00 for takeover of schemes and the balance
of €.4 million for small public schemes.
There are seven privately-sourced GWS in Longford serving 15 or more households. All
of the schemes have been monitored under the National Source Monitoring Programme.
To comply with the new regulations, these schemes were given the following options:
1. Connect to an existing treated supply from the nearest County Council Regional
Supply/Public Sourced Group Water Scheme.
2. Provide treatment and source protection to their existing supply that will ensure
compliance with the standards
The key matter to be decided by each of the schemes is what was the best long-term
option to ensure that they can meet the drinking water quality criteria. Both options, if
properly considered and planned, will ensure that they comply with the requirements post
2004.
1) Moydow GWS. This scheme is by far the largest privately sourced GWS in the county,
serving 140 households and 35 farms. Water quality problem were identified under the
National Source Monitoring Programme. The members decided that the most cost
effective solution was to connect the scheme to a treated mains supply. To this end they
are currently in the process of connecting to the Ballymahon Regional Water Supply
Scheme. Phase 1 will be completed by February 2004. This involves the construction of a
5 Km length of 150mm rising main, 450 m3 Reservoir and two pump stations. Phase 2 of
the scheme involves the construction of a 5Km 100mm distribution main and associated
rehabilitation works to eliminate their problems with the existing leaking distribution
network. Estimated cost of the scheme is €572,000.00. Grant aid paid to date is
€303,000.00
2) Cartronlebagh GWS
This GWS initially served 15 houses, however 8 of the houses have since broken away
and formed themselves into a public sourced scheme, Cartronlebagh No. 2 GWS. The
existing private scheme, which now serves 7 houses, has major water quality problems.
The members are totally opposed to connecting to the treated mains supply, but are
willing to consider essential water filtration and disinfection to their existing supply that
will ensure compliance with the standards. Longford County Council has requested a
water improvement plan from the group. The approximate cost of a treatment regime is
€40,000
3) Forgney GWS
This GWS serves 20 houses and has no current treatment process. The group has
expressed an interest in connecting to the Ballymahon Regional Water Supply Scheme as
it is in close proximity to the existing network (approx. 1.5 Km). In 2003 the Group
engaged a Consultant Engineer to produce a Report on the best way forward. Following
publication of the Report, which indicated that the VFM option is to connect to the Mains
Supply, the Group engaged an Engineer to produce Design Drawings, for submission for
approval to Longford County Council.



Cost of connecting the scheme to Ballymahon RWSS is approximately €200,000
4) Ardagh GWS
This scheme is the 2nd largest private sourced GWS in the county, serving 60 houses. It
has an existing treatment plant consisting of a filtration unit and UV Steriliser. However,
it is experiencing water quality problems. The members have indicated a willingness to
connect to the treated Ballymahon Regional Water Supply Scheme, which is in close
proximity, via. a Public Sourced GWS. Connecting to the mains will involve boosting the
supply to the elevated areas of Ardagh. The Group engaged a Consultant Engineer in
October 2003 to produce a report on the best way forward. LCC are awaiting the
Engineer’s Report.
Cost of connecting the supply to the Mains network would be approximately €250,000
5) Fosragh GWS
This highly active scheme serves 48 houses and has no existing water treatment facility.
However the water produced is of a high quality, results showing very minimal
incidences of contamination. The members of the scheme are totally opposed to
connecting to the Regional network, preferring to hold on to their spring source. They
were advised on their options and elected to engage a Consultant Engineer to produce a
report on the best way forward. They were made aware that by going it alone they had to
install essential disinfection facilities. The Engineer’s Report was submitted and
approved by LCC. The contract was tendered out and USF Bowen was selected to carry
out the essential works. Work commenced in December 2003 and is set to be complete in
mid-February 2004.
Approximate cost of treatment works and new pump regime is €40,000.00
6) Clonmore-Kilmore GWS
This scheme serves 37 houses. Water quality problem were identified under the National
Source Monitoring Programme. The members of the scheme were totally opposed to
connecting to the Regional Network, preferring to hold on to their water source. After
being informed of the Source Monitoring Programme results the members opted to install
a UV sterilisation unit at source to alleviate problems. However they have not installed
essential chlorination facilities and so are prone to bacteria re-growth in the network.
They were advised on their options and subsequently elected to engage a Consultant
Engineer to produce a report on the best way forward. The Engineer’s Report was
submitted and approved by LCC. The contract has yet to go to tender.
Approximate cost of treatment regime will be €40,000.
7) Clogher Rhynn GWS
This scheme now serves 15 houses from a borehole source. The supply has major water
quality problems. The members of the scheme agreed to connect to the Regional
Network, via a publicly-sourced GWS. A design was drawn up, approved and tendered
out. The selected contractor is due to commence in February 2004.
Approximate cost of the works is €60,000.00

Offaly
A total of €1.25 million was granted to Offaly under the RWP in 2003, of which
€100,000 was for DBO, €.5 million for new schemes and for upgrade work on GWS,
€100,000 for takeover of schemes and €.55 million for small public schemes.



There are 15 privately-sourced GWS (more than 50 persons) in Offaly, between them
supplying drinking water to approximately 3,000 people. No privately-sourced schemes
were linked to 2003, although several publicly-sourced schemes were approved for
takeover, including Maryborough,  Nuggusboy, Cushina,  Ballynamona, Kilnefad, Four
Roads Dorrow,  Stonestown,  Ballyneena, as was one of the privately-sourced schemes
Brosna (221 households)..
Funding provided by the to Offaly Co.Co. under the 2003 RWP was considerably below
the 2002 funding levels.

Westmeath
Westmeath was granted €1.75 million under the RWP for 2003. €.9 million of this was
for new schemes and for upgrading work on GWS, €200,000 for takeover of schemes and
€.65 million for small public schemes.
With just two privately-sourced schemes supply a total of 220 households (and 32
publicly-sourced schemes) serving populations of more than 50 persons, there were no
takeovers of GWS in Westmeath in 2003, nor were either of the two schemes linked to
public supplies. A total of €16, 693 was granted to schemes for upgrading, while more
than €1 million was allocated to new schemes in the county. Just over €150,000 was
spent preparing schemes for takeover.

Wexford
A sum of €1.645 million was allocated to Wexford in 2003, of which €250,000 was for
DBO, €395,000 for new schemes and for upgrading existing GWS, €250,000 for takeover
of schemes and €.75 million for small public schemes.
At the start of 2003, Wexford had nine GWS supplying more than 50 persons, all
privately- sourced. although none of these were inked to public supplies or taken over
during 2003, approximately €120,000 was spent preparing schemes for takeover,
including work such as provision of chlorination, renewal of networks and P.R. costs.
Approximately €290,00 spent through 85% capital grants.  This figure includes €86,000
on upgrade the distribution network on one scheme. The balance was spent mainly on
new group schemes, which are extensions to the public network.
The Wexford GWS and the proposed solutions to water quality issues are as follows:
Blackstairs – 631 domestic connections – (DBO)
Templeudigan – 183 households – (DBO)
Ballymoney – 212 households – (Takeover)
Askamore/Dunishall – 70 households –. (Takeover)
Kilanerin – 55 households approx. (Proposed DBO)
Monamolin – 25 households – (Takeover)
Mullawn – 20 households – (Proposed DBO Treatment)
Knockina – 40 households approx. (Proposed DBO)
Borrmount – 84 households – (DBO)
As can be seen from the above, three schemes who have requested takeover. Of these,
Dunishall is upgraded and chlorinated and it is hoped that chlorination will be in place in
Askamore by March 2004. A contract to replace 3,000 meters of water main in Askamore
is also underway.  Chlorination is in place on Monamolin. Treatment and replacement of
network is hoped to be completed in 2004.



Wicklow
€1.185 million was allocated to Wicklow in 2003, of which €200,00 was for DBO,
€385,000 for new schemes and for upgrades on GWS and the balance, €.6 million for
small public schemes.
As will be sent from the DBO reports, virtually all of the privately-sourced schemes in
Wicklow, serving between them about 800 households, are to be part of the South East
DBO bundle.

Appendix 1
GWS registered as co-operatives to 31 December 2003

Those with an asterix were registered in 2003
Carlow
Ballinabranna (4971 R)
St. Mullins Parish (5165 R)

Cavan
Annagh (5134 R)
Ballymachugh (3470 R)
Billis (3597 R)
Bunnoe (3877 R)
Castlerahan/Mountnugent/

Munterconnacht (5225 R)
Clifferna (3364 R)
*Corlough (5291 R)
Crossdoney (3742 R)
Crosserlough (3628 R)
Dernakesh (3672 R)
Drumkeery (5178 R)
Drumlomman (5097 R)
Farmoyle/Barraghy (see Monaghan)
Gartylough (3619 R)
Glangevlin (5084 R)
Gowlan (5125 R)
Kildallon (3733 R)
Killinkere Cross (5222 R)
Kilsherdany (5035 R)
Milltown (3673 R)
Mountain Lodge (Tullyinchin) (3608 R)
Vale (3544 R)

Clare
Cahersherkin (3748 R)
*Cree Clonina (5274 R)
Dysert & Toonagh (3679 R)



Feighroe (Kilmaley/Inagh) (3349 R)
Killone (3979 R)
Leitrim/Shyan/Clonreddan (4962 R)
Lissycasey (3348 R)
*Raheen (5233 R)

Cork
Ballinguyroe & Tankardstown (5204 R)
Carriganleigh (5105 R)
*Clonpriest/Ballymadog (5282 R)
*Farran (5287 R)
Kilally (5096 R)
*Walterstown (5246 R)

Donegal
Bunn (5110 R)
Desertegney (3670 R)
Glenfin (3386 R)

Galway
*Anbally & District (5255 R)
Annaghdown (4970 R)
*Ardaun & Dooroy (5252 R)
Ardour Ratesh (4997 R)
Ballinakill (5086 R)
*Ballyglass/Fiddane (5231 R)
Barnaderg (4715 R)
Belclare (4932 R)
Boyounagh-Ballyedmond (3334 R))
Brierfield (5169 R)
*Bullaun (5253 R)
Caherdine/Caherdevane (4990 R)
Caherlistrane (3662 R)
Carnmore No. 1 (5229 R)
Carraghy (5205 R)
Carras (4938 R)
Carrowmoreknock (5161 R)
Claran (5069 R)
Cloghaun/Castlebay (5018 R)
*Cloonkeen/Toomard (5251 R)
Cloonatleva (5160 R)
Cloonluane (5047 R)
*Derrydonnell (5271 R)
Feigh East/West (5007 R)
Gallagh (3325 R)
*Ganty (5247 R)



Gortbeg, Ballinastack, Doonbeg (4991 R)
*Grange (5298 R)
Kilbannon (5009 R)
Kilconly (5108 R)
Kiltevna (5135 R)
Knockmaskehill (5144 R)
Kylemore-Abbey (5163 R)
Lecarrow/Cooloo (4758 R)
Lisheenavalla & District (5000 R)
Loggawannia (5019 R)
*Lowville (5278 R)
Menlough/Skehana (3316 R)
Milltown Community (5201 R)
Moyglass (5220 R)
Mullacuttera & District (5006 R)
Peterswell (5088 R)
*Rinn/Killeeneen (5293 R)
Slievefinn/Cregg (5219 R)
Toberroe (5062 R)
Tonegurrane/Dungriffin (4972 R)

Kerry
*Asdee (5248 R)
*Ballintorman (5292 R)
Bonane (4975 R)
Glennagalt (5056 R)
Kildare
Barrowhouse (5016 R)
Kilteel (5213 R)

Kilkenny
Ballycallan Muintir (3859 R)
Ballymac (5117 R)
Bawnmore (4989 R)
Caherleske, Coolagh (4960 R)
Castlewarren (5071 R)
Cuffes Grange (5010 R)
Drakelands (5181 R)
Graine (4924 R)
*Kilrush (5297 R)
Lacken Rathmoyle (5027 R)
Newtown (5183 R)
Tubrid Lower (5157 R)
Windgap (4973 R)

Laois



Ballacolla (5101 R)
*Ballybrophy (5280 R)
*Ballypickas (5264 R)
Cullohill (3533 R)
*Donaghmore (5257 R)
*Rock, The (5290 R)

Leitrim
Ardvoley-Killavoggy (5176 R)
Aughawillan (3666 R)
*Aughnasheelin (5263 R)
*Ballinaglera (5237 R)
Carrigallen (3730 R)
Coolcrieve/Lismoyle (5212 R)
Corrawallen (5186 R)
Creevelea/Killargue (5152 R)
Fearglass (5153 R)
*Glenboy/Glenfarne (5276 R)
Glencar (5175 R)
Gortconnellan (5199 R)
Gortletteragh (5177 R)
*Gortnaragh, Drumgowla (5269 R)
Gorvagh Drumlowan (5209 R)
Killoman (5061 R)
*Leckaun (5256 R)
Loughside (5195 R)
Tarmon (5200 R)
*Tawneyfeakle (5294 R)

Limerick
Baggotstown (4436 R)
Ballinvreena (5098 R)
Ballybricken (4652 R)
*Ballyorgan (5304 R)
Ballyshonick (4945 R)
Barnagh-Glendarraough (5211 R)
*Bulgaden (5261 R)
Caherline/Newtown (5146 R)
Cappagh (4472 R)
Clovers (4951 R)
Coshma (4942 R)
Feohanagh/Castlemahon (3508 R)
Glenbrohane (4571 R)
Glenroe (4941 R)
Glenstal (5156 R)
Grannagh (4413 R)



Inch-St Laurence (4601 R)
Kilfinny (4649 R)
Killeedy (4887 R)
Knockainey (4434 R)
Lough Gur (4754 R)
Shanagarry (4540 R)

Longford
Derawley/Monaduff (3740 R)
*Fostra (5236 R)
Lough Gowna (3469 R)

Louth
Tullyallen (4956 R)
Mountain Park (5223 R)

Mayo
Ballyglass/Carnacon (5102 R)
Ballymackeogh (5001 R)
Bekan (3614 R)
Bekan & District (5083 R)
Belcarra Community (3692 R)
Bofeenaun (5003 R)
Bohola (3612 R)
Brackloon/Spaddagh (5151 R)
Burrishoole (5049 R)
Callow (3734 R)
*Carra (5283 R)
Carras (4938 R)
Cloongullane (3691 R)
Cloonlee (5075 R)
Cloonmore Cloonlavish (5032 R)
*Collacoon (5239 R)
Coogue (5162 R)
Cornalasson/Caggle (5171 R)
Cornboy (5065 R)
Cregduff (5079 R)
Cregganbaun (5187 R)
Cuilmore (5092 R)
Cullentragh/Knockroe (5082 R)
Derrycorrib/Doohoma (5118 R)
Derryvohey (5048 R)
Drummin (5228 R)
*Emlybeg-Ardmore (5235 R)
Fallduff (4974 R)
Farrangerode Quignamanger (3944 R)



*Glencorrib (5299 R)
Glenhest (4982 R)
Gurteen/Carrowkeel (5164 R)
Hollymount and Kilrush (5059 R)
Irishtown/Woodstock (5095 R)
Keelogues (3627 R)
*K.F. [Facefield, Claremorris] (5281 R)
*Kilgalligan (5279 R)
Killasser (3315 R)
Killaturley (4977 R)
Kilmovee/Urlaur (5215 R)
Kilmeena (5109 R)
Knockinaukill (5184 R)
Knockmore (3693 R)
Lavallyroe/Johnstown (5159 R)
Lissatava (5120 R)
Logboy (5052 R)
Lough Mask-Creevagh (5123 R)
Loughanaveany (3760 R)
Loughta (5063 R)
Mayo Abbey (5170 R)
Meelick (5230 R)
Midfield (4786 R)
Oiligh (5196 R)
*Oxford/Kiltimagh (5234 R)
Parke (5129 R)
*Rathkell (5262 R)
*Rathnacreeva (5270 R)
Robeen (4979 R)
Rossport (5197 R)
*Roy Bingham (5295 R)
Shammer (5012 R)
Shraheen/Aughagower (5198 R)
Straide (5166 R)
Taugheen Claremorris (3655 R)
Tooreen/Aghamore (5068 R)
*Treenkeel Treenlaur (5241 R)
*Woodfield Ballure (5240 R)

Meath
*Kilcloon (5302 R)
Meath Hill (5112 R)
Rathmolyon (5210 R)

Monaghan
Aughnashalvey (5011 R)



Churchill & Oram (5089 R)
Corduff/Corracharra (5072 R)
Donaghmoyne (5107 R)
Doohamlet (5030 R)
Drumgole (5182 R)
Farmoyle/Barraghy (3658 R)

(partly in Cavan)
Glaslough-Tyholland (3844 R)
Killanny & Reaghstown (3818 R)

(partly in Louth)
Magheracloone (3593 R)
Stranooden (3830 R)
Truagh (3834 R)
Tydavnet (3835 R)

Offaly
Ballykilleen (4625 R)

Roscommon
Annaghmore/Corrastira (4961 R)
Ardkeenagh Tulsk (5015 R)
Ballymacurley (3841 R)
*Brusna (5254 R)
Carnalasson/Caggle (5171 R)
Carane (5005 R)
Clooncullane/Clooncunny (5121 R)
Clooneygrasson (5149 R)
Croghan (3819 R)
Derryphatten (5124 R)
Donamon (5036 R)
Four Mile House (5070 R)
Gorthaganny (4913 R)
Mullymux Munsboro (5080 R)
Ogulla (5122 R)
Pollacat Springs (Polecat) (5119 R)
Shadlough (5217 R)
*Tarten, Scurmore, Lisphilip (5277 R)

Sligo
*Beltra (5268 R)
Benbulben (5226 R)
Castlebaldwin (3729 R)
Corrick (5091 R)
Culfadda (5179 R)
Doongeela (5188 R)
*Drum East (5232 R)



Keash (3620 R)
Monasteraden (3793 R)

Tipperary
Carrigahorig/Milford (5145 R)
Cunnahurt/Knockalton (5206 R)
Drombane (4573 R)
Elmhill (5127 R)
Kilbarron (5099 R)
Laha (5224 R)

Westmeath
Ballybroder/Ballycallaghan (5054 R)
Cloncrave (4921 R)
Multyfarnham (4824 R)

Wexford
Ballymoney (5023 R)
Blackstairs (5081 R)
Borrmount (5216 R)
Kilanerin (5014 R)

Wicklow
*Baltyboys (5296 R)
Gormanstown/Kildare (3840 R)
*Oldcourt (5288 R)

Appendix 2
Ringfencing of subvention for DBO contracts

Presented to the Department of the Environment & Local Government
by the Board of the National Federation of Group Water Schemes

1 May 2003
Introduction
On the basis of a pre-budget report by the ‘three wise men’, Finance Minister, Charlie
McCreevy, TD, raised the prospect of water charges being reintroduced for domestic
dwellings. While we note that Environment Minister, Martin Cullen, TD, is steadfast in
his opposition to any such move, the issue is unlikely to go away. In the context of
pressure from the EU, never mind domestic budgetary considerations, there is a distinct
possibility that domestic water charges will be reintroduced at some point in the future.
This submission is intended to alert government to the implications of any such move for
the DBO ‘bundling’ arrangements currently being agreed with the group water sector
and, in particular, for the O&M contracts which are central to the strategy of ensuring
water quality in rural Ireland.

Background



Successive EPA reports have underlined the problems that currently exist in the rural
water sector and, especially, the presence of bacteriological contaminants in drinking
water provided through group schemes. These problems are acknowledged to exist and
there is further recognition that they are acute in the privately-sourced group scheme
sector which supplies about 50,000 Irish households. Long regarded as the ‘Cinderella’ of
Irish water services, the group sector was largely by-passed in the allocation of
infrastructural investment over many years. As a result, many schemes lack adequate
treatment, and raw water, contaminated with faecal and/or total coliforms, is often piped
to consumers’ taps without any treatment at all.
The pressure for remedial action has come from group schemes and consumers in the first
instance, particularly in those areas where tap water is unfit for human consumption.
Secondly, pressure has come through EU regulations and several Statutory Instruments of
Dáil Éireann, all of which require that the issue of deficient drinking water quality be
addressed as a matter of urgency. Thirdly, the impetus towards addressing the current
unsatisfactory situation has intensified in the course of the past twelve months with the
progress and eventual outcome of a case taken against Ireland in the European Court of
Justice. And finally, further pressure for reform of the drinking water industry in general
will undoubtedly come with the enactment of a Water Services Bill, due for submission
to the Houses of the Oireachtas later this year.

Context for change
The Rural Water Programme (RWP) agreed in 1998 between Environment Minister,
Noel Dempsey, TD, and the National Federation of Group Water Schemes provided a
context within which the overall process of reform in the rural water sector could
progress. Based on the principle of partnership, the RWP established structures at
national and local authority level, capable of designing and implementing a coherent and
agreed strategy that would resolve the problems which bedevil the rural water sector. The
lynchpin of this partnership structure is the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee
and, at a local level, County Monitoring Committees.
Minister Dempsey and his cabinet colleagues agreed that achieving the aims of the RWP
would require a programme of sustained investment underpinning the process of radically
overhauling rural water services. As a first step, and by way of compensation for the
removal of water charges on public schemes, subsidies were introduced for households
on group water schemes. While these initially provided a mechanism to accord equity to
rural dwellers, the subsidies quickly developed as an essential component of the drive
towards best practice, a fact reflected in the substantial variation in the rates paid to non-
compliant group schemes as compared to those compliant schemes which have an
Operate & Maintenance contract in place.
Beyond the payment of subsidies, there has been unprecedented capital investment in
water treatment works and on other facets of the rural water infrastructure, with a
commitment by government to sustained investment throughout the life of the National
Development Plan.

National Policy on Remedial Action
The priority objective for the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee (agreed to by
all of the partners to the RWP, including the NFGWS) is to address the problem of



deficient drinking water quality. To this end, investment is being targeted towards
providing treatment facilities on group schemes serving more than 50 people. As there
are more than 500 such schemes currently not in compliance with EU and national
standards, a strategy was agreed to intensify the process of change, while at the same
time achieving best value for the public’s investment.
A series of initiatives and treatment processes were pilot tested by the NRWMC, with the
co-operation of the National Federation of Group Schemes and individual group schemes.
As pressure from Europe mounted, the need to fast-track the entire RWP, while at the
same time ensuring value for money, led to the adoption by the NRWMC of a DBO
‘bundling’ strategy. This encourages groups to pool their collective bargaining power in
approaching the marketplace and it leaves it to the market to determine and implement
treatment remedies.
This DBO ‘bundling’ strategy was pilot-tested in County Monaghan where it has proved
a great success, with savings of at least 20% to the taxpayer. As a result of the lessons
learnt from this pilot, Design, Build and Operate combined with the ‘bundling’ of group
schemes, was the key element of the NRWMC strategy proposed to (and since adopted
by) Minister Cullen. This strategy will effectively and economically address the problem
of deficient water quality for up to 33,000 rural households. Two optional strategies were
provided for schemes; either ‘takeover’ by the local authority or, where feasible,
connection to a public water supply.

Federation role
Throughout the life of the RWP, the National Federation of Group Water Schemes has
taken its partnership role very seriously, both in terms of securing the agreement of
members to policy issues (including the endorsement of the DBO ‘bundling’ strategy)
and in devising its own strategies in terms of ensuring best practice in the delivery of
water services.
The Federation initiated and/or co-operated in a series of pilot projects designed to
identify optimum and sustainable solutions to deficient water quality. Beyond that, the
development by the Federation of a Charter of Rights for consumers (including a
complaints’ procedure) and a Quality Assurance Scheme are recognised as major
contributions to the advancement of the RWP. And, more recently, the development and
roll-out to schemes of a training programme for boards of management is designed to
ensure best practice in the delivery of a rural water service. More crucially, in terms of
the Monaghan DBO ‘bundle’ pilot, the role of the Federation was critical in persuading
schemes to participate and this role has been replicated in other counties where ‘bundles’
have been adopted or are in the planning stage.
Having persuaded the membership to adopt the strategy agreed by the NRWMC, the
Federation is nonetheless conscious of considerable unease amongst schemes at the
implications of DBO ‘bundling’. Groups which have traditionally operated and managed
their own affairs independently, are now being asked to sacrifice that independence for
the wider good. Schemes that would have preferred to have control over the type of
treatment used on their water have to give up that control as part of the DBO procurement
process. Moreover, the long-term operate and maintenance contracts being introduced as
part of DBO effectively remove the control of a group scheme committee over a crucial
element of their business. Above all, groups are fearful that the agreed subsidy



arrangements, which attracted them into DBO ‘bundles’ in the first instance may no
longer be available in the context of the restoration of urban water charges.

Higher subsidy – key to success
As already stated, the subsidy arrangements introduced under the RWP – by way of
compensation for the removal of urban water charges – have been developed as a means
of encouraging and facilitating change. If the threat of sanctions is the stick being applied
to the group sector, then subsidy arrangements undoubtedly represent the carrot. Indeed,
for those schemes which have agreed to enter O&M arrangements, subsidy is regarded as
the foundation underpinning their contractual obligations. There are clear grounds to
support such a view.
As an enticement to schemes entering long-term (20-year) contracts for the management
of their upgraded water treatment facilities, an increased subvention totalling €196 has
been provided by the Minister. This compares to €101 for schemes without a DBO O&M
contract. In the absence of subvention, schemes would have to raise the entire cost of
O&M from their own resources, in addition to the costs of maintaining networks etc. This
would be in addition to the initial costs incurred by the scheme members in the form of
the 15% local contribution required for capital works and ongoing contributions towards
the operation and development of their scheme.
The proposed ending of water charges on public schemes might, by extension, threaten
the subsidy arrangements agreed over several years with the group scheme sector and
might, in particular, jeapordise the entire basis upon which O&M contracts have been
agreed. This has become a key issue for opponents of the DBO ‘bundling’ strategy and is
raised at public meetings on the issue (see attached report of a recent County Monaghan
meeting). Moreover, it featured as the major concern of delegates attending this year’s
annual delegate conference of the NFGWS (see attached motions on the issue).

Commitment sought
It is the considered view of the National Federation of Group Water schemes that what is
currently referred to as an ‘O&M Subsidy’ is rather a ‘State Subvention’, a contribution
from government to the ongoing implementation of best practice in group water schemes.
At the present figure, €196 per household per annum, this will total less than €6.5 million
annually for the 33,000 homes to be included in under O&M contracts. We believe that
this represents excellent value for money in that it will:
∑ Guarantee water quality on group schemes
∑ Avoid the prospect of multi-million Euro penalties being imposed by the European
Court of Justice and
∑ Protects the huge State capital investment programme
For these reasons and to ensure the speedy outworking of the drive towards water quality
and the wider RWP, we concur with our members that a binding commitment is required,
guaranteeing that the State Subvention underpinning O&M contracts will continue for the
duration of those contracts.

We thank the Minister and his colleagues for their positive consideration of this
submission.
Brendan O’Mahony



Chairperson National Federation of Group Water Schemes

Appendix 3
Grant Aid for Individual Metering in the context of Design Build Operate Projects
Introduction
Over the past 12 months the NFGWS have been active on the ground in encouraging
Group Schemes to deal with their quality problems by way of DBO contract. One of the
consistent stumbling blocks to group scheme sign up has been the lack of individual
metering in many group schemes and the problems that will result when costly quality
water is pumped into their distribution systems with no method of accounting for the
usage of same.

Individual connection metering has always been eligible for grant aid as part of any GWS
upgrading proposal and indeed a significant number of schemes have taken advantage of
this position. The National Federation of Group Water Schemes expects that this situation
will continue until such time as all connections to all GWS are metered.

In the context of the current drive to “put to bed” the water quality issue in the rural water
sector through DBO projects, it is the view of the NFGWS that grant aid in respect of
individual connection metering for GWS committing to these projects must now be
brought forward as a priority.

Rural Water Programme
The focus of the rural water programme is on the provision of Quality Water, Quality
Management and Quality customer service while at the same time promoting water
conservation in the rural water sector. The recently-published National Rural Water
Committee Action Plan for Rural Drinking Water Quality 2003 to 2006 encompasses all
of these objectives. It is expected also that these four elements will form an essential
element in the licensing conditions for water service providers. It is the view of the
NFGWS that in order for these objectives to be achieved, universal metering of all
connections is essential.

Water Conservation
In relation to water conservation, the above mentioned plan states that ‘The
transformation from pumping raw water to consumers to the new situation in which
treated water will be universally available, brings into sharp focus the costs associated
with producing drinking water and the paramount need to conserve this precious
resource. In many instances, it is far more cost effective to conserve water by way of an
active programme of leak detection and eradication, as opposed to upsizing the capacity
of the plant or commissioning additional sources.’

The experience throughout the group water sector has been that where individual
connection metering is installed and used, water usage is immediately reduced by
between 40 and 60%. Many GWS managements have been surprised with the levels of



reduction of water usage achieved through individual metering. Much of the water
wastage which was presumed to be due to defective distribution systems was shown in
fact to be as a result of misuse or abuse, whether unintentionally or otherwise, on the
consumer side of the service connection. It is essential that individual metering be
installed if any meaningful programme of water conservation is to be enacted. In relation
to group schemes that are being encouraged to sign into DBO contracts, it is imperative
that they now receive priority funding towards the installation of individual metering so
that they can work towards promoting an awareness of the need for the conservation of
the costly product that is quality drinking water.

Quality Customer Service
The demand for and the provision of Quality Water and Quality Customer Service in the
group water scheme sector has been a key driving force in the overall Rural Water
Programme. In signing up to long term DBO contracts, directors of group water schemes
are demonstrating a clear commitment to providing their consumers/members with a
supply of quality water. These DBO contracts will result in considerable O&M costs each
year. Directors of these schemes are having considerable difficulty making such
commitments in the absence of having a clear and equitable method of recouping these
costs from their members. In order that boards of directors can be seen to be providing a
Quality Customer Service it is essential that group schemes can put in place an open and
equitable pricing structure for their product. Group scheme members demand a pricing
structure that will be based on usage. No such pricing structure can be established
without metering of individual connections.

Quality Management
The long-term success of the Rural Water Programme will depend greatly on Quality
Management and Quality Management structures. Considerable investment and effort has
already been put into development and training initiatives for group water scheme
managements.
The NRWMC Action Plan for Rural Drinking Water Quality 2003 to 2006 recognises
this and also states that ‘investment in high tech solutions would be foolhardy without
complimentary investment in developing the capacity of those charged with
administering group schemes’.
The capacity of those charged with administering group schemes will be greatly
improved with the provision of metering of individual connections. Group water scheme
managements must be in a position to measure the usage of their product and to ensure
the payment for same. Many group scheme managements are reluctant to commit to DBO
projects before they receive an immediate commitment to the provision of funding for
individual metering. They recognise that the completion of DBO treatment projects will
place immediate demands on them for the proper management of a costly water supply.
They are also convinced that this water supply cannot be properly managed without
individual metering.

Conclusion



The NFGWS urges that funding be prioritised for the provision of individual metering on
group water schemes as they commit to DBO projects. It is the view of the NFGWS that
provision of such funding will

• expedite the implementation of the whole DBO / Bundling policy
• make a major contribution to achieving the ambitious objectives of the NRWMC

action plan
• assist in the provision Quality customer service in the group water sector
• help generate an awareness of the necessity for water conservation among group

water scheme consumers
• give managements of DBO group water schemes an essential tool for the efficient

management of their schemes

_______________________
Brendan O’Mahony
Chairperson NFGWS

Appendix 4
Operational Training Courses for the GWS Sector

Introduction:
This report outlines the situation to date with regard to the provision of ‘Operational’
training for personnel involved in the GWS sector and examines the current position with
regard to the participation of GWS personnel on training programmes organised and
provided by the Regional Training Centres.

Background: 1998-2000
During the first three years of the Rural Water Programme (1998 to 2000) the National
Federation of Group Water Schemes (NFGWS) with the support of the Water Services
National Training Group (WSNTG) took responsibility for the provision of operational
training for GWS personnel.

In the period 1998 to 2000
– A number of one and three-day programmes were organised using the services of HRA
Management and Training Consultants Ltd.
– The programme content focused on
Water Contamination
Water Disinfection
Distribution System Maintenance
– Regional Training Centres were used as venues for these programmes where possible
– In 1998 six three-day programmes were attended by 86 GWS people
– In 1999 a further 133 people received training in a series of 8 one and three-day courses
– In 2000 twelve one-day programmes provided training for 166 GWS personnel.



During this period also, the NFGWS in association with FÁS produced and distributed to
all group schemes a training video and accompanying training booklet “Water for life”
which was aimed at GWS operators.

2001–2003
The year 2001 saw a move away from the direct involvement of NFGWS personnel in
the administration and delivery of operational training to the GWS sector. This role was
taken over by the Regional Training Centres under the auspices of the WSNTG. It was
agreed that this approach would have the advantage of offering a more streamlined and
structured service. Furthermore, it would mean that water providers from both the private
and public sectors would be catered for together, thereby further strengthening the spirit
of partnership within the sector.

Operational Courses Attended by GWS personnel (2001–2003):
In line with the above policy GWS personnel have been attending WSNTG organised
training courses in the various Regional Training Centres since 2001. As can be seen
from the attached table outlining the attendance figures for GWS personnel (2001 to 31
Aug 2003), the four courses attended by GWS people include
– Hands on Chlorine (2001 only)
– Water Quality for Group Water Schemes
– Leak Detection and Location
– Distribution System Operation and Maintenance.
A total of 299 GWS activists have attended these courses.

NFGWS Survey – findings on training in the GWS sector
A recent survey conducted by the NFGWS on Group Water Schemes came up with
interesting statistics in relation to training in the sector. 65% of schemes were found to
have had no training in any aspect of GWS and their management. Of those (35%) that
had attended training
– 36% had attended Water Treatment training
– 16% had Water Quality training
– 12% did Management training
– 44% had training in General Maintenance
– Only 7.5% of the 35% had attended more than one training course.

In another area of the survey it was found that 29.3% of group schemes never scour their
pipe networks – the most basic and essential element of distribution system maintenance
and management. A further 21.3% only scour their networks very infrequently.
Regional Training Centre courses relevant to the GWS sector:
The five Regional Training Centres now provide a comprehensive range of excellent
operational training courses and it is imperative that the GWS sector take full advantage
of what is on offer. The following training courses which are currently available have
particular relevance to the sector:
– Customer Contact Skills Programme.
– Chlorine Handling. (for non-DBO schemes)
– Distribution System Operation and Maintenance.



– FÁS Safe Pass Programme
– Leakage Control
– Leakage Detection & Location
– Manual Handling
– Pump Maintenance & Overhaul
– Pumps Operation and Maintenance
– Service Pipe Installation
– Water Quality for GWS

In addition to the above courses and in order to keep abreast of the rapid developments in
the whole area of Quality Water Provision, consideration should be given to making
training available which would deal with the following areas:
– Source Protection Measures
– Implementation of the Quality Assurance Scheme
– Water conservation methods (to include metering)

Conclusion:
It is the general consensus across the board that training is an essential element in the
development and maintenance of an efficient water services sector which will meet the
demands and expectations of customers and the obligations and responsibilities imposed
by legislation. The need for training will become all the more apparent as ‘bundled’ DBO
projects progress. More and more group water schemes will be sending top quality water
down their distribution systems. Training in the management of this ‘food product’ in the
distribution system is essential.

Great strides have been made in the provision of relevant operational training courses
through the Regional Training Centres. It is imperative that the GWS sector be made
continuously aware of the availability of these training courses and of any additional
relevant training as it becomes available. It is also necessary to encourage GWS people to
attend operational training courses. A number of measures could be put in place to help in
this regard:
– Publication and distribution of an information booklet which would give brief
information on available courses relevant to the GWS sector.
– Regular bulletins (through GWS News) on up-coming training courses.
– Promotion of the Regional Training Centres’ Operational Training Courses as part of
the delivery of the NFGWS Management Development Programme.
– Promotion of the availability and the necessity of GWS training locally through the
Local Liaison Officers and the County Monitoring Committees
– Inclusion of GWS personnel in any ‘out reach’ or locally based training where
possible/practical.
– Training of Local Authority and GWS operatives as trainers to deliver training courses
to neighbouring schemes.
– Hands on training by provision of support in Emergency Situations (e.g. major mains
leakage etc.) by local authority trained personnel to GWS operatives.
Inclusion of the GWS sector in any ‘promotional events’, such as specialist company
demonstrations etc.
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